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ABSTRACT
SELF-ASSEMBLED ARCHITECTURE OF NATURAL ORGANIC MATTER
CYNTHIA JOHNSON-EDLER
2017
This investigation focuses on the determination of the architecture of the natural organic
matter (NOM) contained within a soft coal-like material, an agricultural soil and a peat
material. NOM has been extracted from bulk materials, fractionated, reassembled, then
characterized by 13C Solid State NMR, Pulsed-Field Gradient NMR (PFG-NMR), and
Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS). Interpretation of the data obtained by SANS
has established that the majority of the components of NOM are mass fractals in solution
and surface fractals in the solid state. Surface-to-volume ratios calculated with PFGNMR data indicate the NOM components studied have varying disk-like shapes. These
components self-assemble to form somewhat spherical assemblies that are more space
filling but still retain their mass fractal characteristics.

13

C Solid State and PFG-NMR

gave evidence that aromaticity increases from the fractionated components that comprise
NOM to the final assembly which also includes carbon types containing polar functional
groups and aliphatics. It was also determined that NOM shares numerous similarities
with asphaltenes and resins extracted from petroleum. The similarities include a
hierarchical self-assembly of components with distinctly different chemical
characteristics, comparable fractal dimension values, surface-to-volume ratios, and
differences in diffusion coefficients dependent upon component.

xii

The model proposed by these findings suggests that the self-assembled architecture of
NOM is dependent upon a polyaromatic hydrocarbon ring system with polar functional
groups and peripheral alkanes. This architecture is consistent for the three materials
studied, indicating that the amount of organic carbon present in a material or the
materials geographic origin does not affect how NOM self-assembles in the environment.
This assembly is created by a composite consisting of two lower level components, one
of which is primarily a lipid and the other is an amphiphile. This composite then
interacts with a large upper level component comprised mainly of aromatics with a few
aliphatic and polar functional groups. Experimental data suggests that the composite
component inserts into the aromatic ring system of the larger component then chemical
interactions occurring between the two components causes the final assembly to be
smaller than the components from which it is comprised. It is further suggested that this
decrease in size is due to functional groups that tend to associate through short range
inter/intra-molecular interactions such as van der Waals, π-π interactions, and hydrogen
bonding which pull the molecules of the components into closer proximity to one
another. Therefore, the proposed model herein is an example of a hierarchical
aggregation occurring between distinct components of NOM which retain their similar
chemical and physical characteristics regardless of material type.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

NATURAL ORGANIC MATTER AND CLIMATE CHANGE

This study focuses on the components of Natural Organic Matter (NOM) and how they
interact. NOM consists of humic substances and organic molecules that belong to
recognizable compound classes (e.g., lipids, carbohydrates, proteins, etc.) found in the
soils, water, and sediments of the Earth’s surface.1 These materials are the products
mainly arising from; the partial degradation of plant material, biomass from
microorganisms, coatings on mineral grains, pyrolytic carbon, organic precipitates, and
dissolved organic material in soil water.2-4,5,6 NOM is defined as naturally occurring
biogenic,7 heterogeneous organic substances that can be characterized as being high
molecular weight, refractory, and yellow to black in color. 8 The heterogeneity of this
substance enables it to be classified as a mixture that is operationally defined into three
distinct fractions (humin, humic acid, and fulvic acid)9 based on their solubility in
aqueous solutions.8 Humin is insoluble in aqueous solution at any pH; humic acid is
soluble in alkaline aqueous solutions but precipitates at or below approximately pH 2;
and fulvic acid is soluble at any pH in aqueous solution.
Natural organic matter ultimately is transformed into hydrocarbon fossil fuels through the
physiochemical processes of diagenesis, catagenesis, and metagenesis.10 NOM as
discussed here exists in the early stages of diagenesis, a process that begins transforming
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organic matter from biological tissue to prepare it for burial and transfer to the geological
portion of the carbon cycle.7 Diagenesis refers to processes that are occurring under
relatively low temperature and pressure. A major agent of transformation during early
diagenesis is microbial activity.10 The energy required for this activity is provided by the
organic material and produces CO2, methane, and water.10 Biopolymers (proteins,
carbohydrates) are subjected to microbial decomposition and condensation during this
process causing the loss of superficial hydrophilic functional groups (OH & COOH)
causing an increase in insolubility. With increased depth and pressure a humin-like
material results and continues to undergo condensation and defunctionalization creating
newly polycondensed geopolymers which are precursors to kerogen10 which then
continues the transformation toward liquid petroleum and then “wet gas” both of these
are accompanied by the production of methane.10
The NOM within this diagenetic process constitutes more than four times as much
organic carbon as found in the biosphere.11 As stated, during this natural degradation
process NOM releases, methane and CO2 into the atmosphere. The amount produced is
an order of magnitude larger than anthropogenic emissions.12,13 Consequently, this
dictates that NOM has a significant impact on the modulation of the temperature of the
Earth's surface.14,8,15 It has been shown that increasing this pool of carbon improves soil
fertility and reduces the amount of anthropogenic CO2 that is released to the
atmosphere.16 Therefore, the active sequestration of carbon in the soil may be a method
to slow the effects of climate change resulting from the burning of fossil fuels and natural
plant biomass degradation. Although these substances represent the bulk of the organic
carbon in the global carbon cycle, and perform essential ecological functions1,17,18 (i.e.
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transport and fate of contaminants, metal-binding, water holding capacities, and the
stability of soil particle aggregates) the heterogeneity of these materials regardless of the
bulk source material from which they originate, makes it difficult to understand why they
exhibit such similar efficiencies performing the previously mentioned ecological
functions. It is this innate heterogeneity that triggers the interest in the architectural
organization of this mixture. Understanding the architecture of NOM may further
insights into how its chemical properties may be used to increase carbon residence time
within soils. The ability to increase the residence time of carbon in the soil has the
potential to affect the Earth’s temperature, which in turn will reduce the effects of global
climate change.
1.2

CLIMATE CHANGE

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPC) has stated “scientific evidence for
warming of the climate is unequivocal”.19 According to Petit20 and the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Association (NOAA)21 the level of atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2)
has cycled from approximately 175-300 ppm for the previous 400,000 years, except for
approximately the last 130 years. The historical changes in the levels of CO2 emitted are
attributed to natural climate forcings which include small variations in the shape of the
Earth’s orbit and its axis rotation (Milankovitch cycles) which occur over thousands of
years, a change in the sun’s brightness, and large volcanic events that release lightthreshold previous held for four hundred millennia. According to data collected by the
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Mauna Loa Observatory22 the CO2 annually emitted has risen from 0.54 ppm/year in
1959 to 3.05 ppm/year in 2015. The extreme increase in the annual growth rate of CO2
reflecting particles into the stratosphere.23 The onset of the industrial revolution in the
late 19th century increased the amount of CO2 emitted from human induced
anthropogenic sources causing the levels in the atmosphere to break the 300 ppm over
such a short span of time is unprecedented and appears to be directly related to human
activity. These anthropogenic forcings are caused by particle pollution (aerosols), which
absorb and reflect sunlight, deforestation decreases uptake of CO2 by vegetation which
alters how the Earth’s surface reflects and absorbs sunlight, and the rising concentration
of atmospheric CO2 and other greenhouse gases which decreases the planet’s ability to
radiate heat to space.23 All of these natural and anthropogenic forcings change the
amount of solar energy the planet receives and releases.19 More specifically, CO2 causes
the Earth’s energy budget to careen out of balance by absorbing thermal infrared energy
radiated from the surface rather than allowing it to escape into space. This occurs
because CO2 absorbs radiation in the region of the energy spectrum were other gases such
as water vapor do not. Water vapor absorbs many wavelength of infrared energy and is
almost transparent to others. It is this transparency that leaves a “window” for the
atmosphere to cool the Earth’s surface. One of these water vapor windows occurs
between 8-14 micrometers.23 and CO2 is a strong absorber of thermal infrared energy
from 12-18 micrometers.24 Although this window is very small the thermal energy is
century partially closes one of the Earth’s atmospheric windows. This partial closure
causes the Earth to retain more thermal energy than it releases, and over time results in an
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increase in average global surface temperatures. Surface temperature reconstructions
absorbed by these gases it is then re-emitted in all directions, so roughly half of the
energy absorbed is trapped and travels back to the Earth’s surface7. This means that the
increase in atmospheric CO2 that has been occurring over a little more than the last have
shown that the Earth has warmed since 188025 with most of this occurring since the
1970’s. Although the early part of this century saw a decline in the solar output of the
sun, surface temperatures continue to rise.26 More alarmingly, the 20 warmest years have
occurred since 1981, with all 10 of the hottest years taking place within the last 12
years.27 The ocean does have the ability to absorb the additional thermal energy which
makes the onset of the effects of climate change occur gradually, however the ocean
cannot stop a change from occurring.28 If the concentration of greenhouse gases
stabilizes then the Earth’s climate will equilibrate, although the average temperature will
still be higher than before the Industrial Revolution.
The effects of climate change have become startling in recent decades. As previously
mentioned the ocean absorbs a vast amount of the excess radiation that has been trapped
by the increase in CO2. In fact, the acidity of the oceans waters that results from the
absorption of atmospheric CO2 has increased by ~ 30% since the beginning of the
Industrial Revolution.29,30 The additional CO2 has increased the temperature of the top
700 meters of ocean an average of 0.168 °C since 1969. This increase in ocean
temperatures and the rise in atmospheric temperatures has caused the decline in the extent
and thickness of Artic sea ice,31 the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets to shrink,32 and
glaciers to retreat all over the world.33 The combination of these things has caused global
sea levels to rise ~ 17 cm in the last century.34 More compelling is the fact that the rate in
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the sea level rise in the last decade is double that of the last century.34 The change in the
Earth’s climate has also influenced the weather around the globe, with number of record
high temperature, rain fall, and extreme weather events like tornados and hurricanes
steadily increasing since 1950.35
While the ocean has the capacity to absorb excess CO2 the negative effects of this
absorption are plain to see. For this reason, investigations into using the soil to store
carbon (what has become known as “carbon sequestration”) are vital to try and minimize
the effects of the rapid increase in CO2 levels in the atmosphere. The methods for
sequestering atmospheric CO2 fall into two major categories: abiotic and biotic. Abiotic
sequestration is based on physical and chemical reactions and engineering techniques that
do not the interaction of living organisms like plants or microbes. These methods have a
large capacity for carbon sequestration, but are expensive and have the possibility of CO2
leakage back into the atmosphere. In contrast, biotic sequestration is more cost effective
but has a limited capacity to retain carbon in the soil. The ability to understand the most
basic chemical interactions that are occurring in the soil, more specifically the
mechanisms that produce NOM in the soil, will allow the development of methods to
increase the soil’s ability to sequester carbon.
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1.3 HISTORICAL MODELS OF NOM
It is understood that NOM is the by-product created from the degradation of plant and
microbial tissue in the environment.9 For many years NOM was thought to consist of a
discreet material, such as a polymer.36,9 However, more recent research has indicated that
while it might contain polymeric or macromolecular material, it is much more complex
than has been previously understood. This progression of research has led to the
development of two types of models: (1) the polymer models and then to (2) the
molecular aggregate models. The polymer models arise from the belief that the
components of NOM are the products of secondary synthesis reactions from the
degradation products and are deemed as being polymeric species with chemical
characteristics distinctly different from the starting material36 resulting in mixtures of
highly cross-linked polymers of differing molecular weights. This lead to the belief in
the possibility that the structure of the three humic substances (humin, humic acid, and
fulvic acid) could be generalized by a classical structural diagram of covalently bonded
functional groups similar to the represented chemical structure of lignin. The solubility
differences seen in the different humic substances would then be the result of varying
molecular weight and charge densities. In contrast, the molecular aggregate models stem
from the inclusion of partially degraded products of plant polymers and remnants of
microbial components held together by non-covalent bonds.37,38 The debate between
these two types of models has somewhat waned in recent years with most researchers
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agreeing that the heterogeneity consistently demonstrated by the materials does not
support polymer models due to the lack of a common “building block” conformation
required for such molecules.
In addition to the general movement toward the molecular aggregate models the latest
research has shown that NOM is a self-assembling material comprised of components of
differing chemical composition.39 These components include humic acid (HA0), a highly
aromatic non-amphiphilic component (HA1), a lipid-like component (L1), and an
amphiphilic component (HA2) that self-assemble via a hierarchical aggregation process.39
This self-assembly process is related to the affinities of certain functional groups of the
components of the humic materials themselves. These functional groups tend to
associate through inter/intra-molecular interactions40 which reinforces the probability that
the molecular aggregation model is an adequate representation of what may be occurring
in the environment.
Studies have shown that NOM is a mixture of a limited number of chemically distinct
components of relatively low molecular weight that aggregate in solution.41,42 Wershaw
proposed that these substances consist of a hierarchy of structural elements43 wherein the
lowest level components are phenols, quinoid, and benzene carboxylic acid groups linked
together with covalent bonds to form small particles with molecular weights of a few
thousand or less. Wershaw also proposed that higher level NOM components consist of
aggregates of amphiphiles with acidic functionality intrinsically stabilized by
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non-covalent weak forces such as dispersive hydrophobic interactions (e.g. van der
Waals, p-p and CH-p bonding) and hydrogen bonds.44,45 This is attributed to the fact that
the fractionation procedure applied to soil NOM (described in Chapter 2.2) does not
disrupt covalent bonds, (i.e. carbon-carbon, ether, and ester) meaning NOM must selfassemble via bonds that are relatively weak.44 Accordingly, the strength of these
interactions is dependent upon the types of functional groups found within the assembly.
The non-covalent aggregation of these small particles occurs as a function of pH to form
the higher level assemblies and is also dependent upon oxidation state of the lower level
components and metal ions present within the system.43 Strong associations are formed
in the environment due to the hydrophobic effect46 which has been shown to induce
aggregation on mineral surfaces and in solution.47 Some methods employed to explore
the presence of hydrophobic domains within NOM include fluorescence quenching using
naphthalene, which demonstrated the presence of hydrophobic domains within humic
acid.48 Similarly, the diffusion of dichloromethane into NOM showed micro-regions of
differing polarity.49 The existence of hydrophobic domains was also illustrated by 19F
NMR by measuring the relaxation rate of atrazine in a 10% humic acid solution using
both hydrophobic and hydrophilic paramagnetic probes.50

19

F was also used to

investigate the sorptive uptake of hexafluorobenzene onto whole and lipid extracted peat
soils. This study demonstrated that the sorption of hexafluorobenzene was rapid and
directly proportional to lipid content.51 Many other methods; adsorption isotherms,52 13C
and wide-angle x-ray scattering (WAXS)53 have been used to demonstrate the presence of
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hydrophobic domains in NOM in association with one another further supporting a model
of aggregation of smaller molecules containing varying functional groups.
The depolymerization and oxidation reactions that occur during the enzymatic
degradation of the biopolymers mentioned in Chapter 1.2 has been shown to produce
amphiphiles.37 As such, they will spontaneously aggregate in the most
thermodynamically stable configuration in aqueous systems with the hydrophilic portion
in contact with the water phase or polar groups on the surfaces of minerals, and the
hydrophobic portion towards the interior of the assembly away from the aqueous phase.54
These ordered aggregates then self-assemble39 and constitute the humus in soils and
sediments.37 In general, amphiphilic aggregates have been shown to exist as micelles,
bilayer membranes, liquid crystals, and vesicles. 55,56 Guetzloff and Rice57 demonstrated
that humic acid forms micelles in alkaline aqueous solutions at concentrations above 7.2
g/L, and Wershaw37 stated “In soils and sediments, humus ordered aggregates most likely
exist as bilayer membranes coating mineral grains and as micelles in solution.”
The study of biological membranes has led to the majority of information gathered
regarding the characteristics of membranes, micelles and other ordered structures
comprised of amphiphiles. Tanford46 has shown that when certain lipids are present in
aqueous solution bilayer membranes form spontaneously. However, lipids are not the
only type of material that may exist in the interior of a micelle or a membrane. The
hydrophobic interior may consist of structures possessing functional groups that
hydrogen bond to other polar groups to form hydrophobic aggregates.56
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For example, Mazer et al. demonstrated that sterol portions of bile salts can enter the
interior of bile salt-lipid micelles by aggregation due to the formation of hydrogen
bonds.58
Multi-component systems have shown that membranes and micelles also form when
more than one type of amphiphile is present within a system.59 Due to the polydispersity
of NOM the presence of more than one type of amphiphile is highly likely. However, it
is also possible that aggregation is occurring due to hydrogen bonding of polar groups
(hydroxyls) that are evenly spaced along partially degraded carbohydrate components of
plant tissue. Plant pectins and gums form gels in this way.60 Tannins have been shown
to hydrogen bond with proteins, uronic acids, pectin, hemicellulose, and cellulose.61,62
This gives the possibility of geometries other than spherical micelles (cylindrical,
ellipsoidal etc.) if more than one component is present within an assembly.
The existence of amphiphiles and components that contain hydroxyls is well documented
in NOM. It has also been determined that humic acid forms micelles and other complex
aggregates, however the hierarchy that exists in these systems begins at a lower level than
that of complex membranes and micelles. As stated before lower level components of
these systems are phenols, quinoid, and benzene carboxylic acid groups linked together
with covalent bonds to form small particles with molecular weights of a few thousand or
less.43 Although it has been shown that humic acid self-assembles, neither the
interactions and conditions that drive this self-assembly nor the architecture of the
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assemblies have been determined. Consequently, the need to look at yet another model
becomes necessary.
1.4 ASPHALTENES AND RESINS
Natural organic matter is a precursor to humic coals7 which are formed through the
process of peatification followed by coalification, that is divided into biochemical and a
geochemical stages. The main activities during peatification are biological and are
synonymous with the process of diagenesis described in Chapter 1.2. The early stages of
coalification are also biological with the further loss of oxygen containing functional
groups, causing a concentration of carbon and hydrogen. The final organic rich products
of the early stages of coalification are referred to as brown coal (sub-bituminous) which
have no carbohydrates and contain 50-70% carbon and 5-7% hydrogen.7 Biological
activities cease in the later stages of coalification and the transformations occurring
therein are generated by increases in temperature and somewhat in pressure, which can be
equated with catagenesis.7 Sub-bituminous coal is then transformed into high-volatile
bituminous coal (commonly called a hard coal) by a further reduction in oxygen content
that does not affect the aryl oxygen content, suggesting the condensation of phenols to
aryl esters or dibenzofuran-like structures.63 During this time structural aromaticity
increases,64 and significant decarboxylation occurs.65 The boundary between brown and
hard coals can be approximated as the diagenetic/catagenetic boundary.7
Diagenesis of organic plant material gives rise to NOM which in time becomes coal.
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Similarly, the same processes occur in the environment with petroleum based products.
Petroleum describes naturally occurring liquid (i.e. oil) and gaseous hydrocarbon
deposits. 7 Bitumen is a term applied to naturally occurring solid or liquid hydrocarbon
deposits and exhibits some characteristic synonymous with NOM. This material has
been extensively studied by the fossil fuel industry in an attempt to understand the
components of which it is comprised. The components of bitumen (asphaltenes, resins,
and hydrocarbons) like NOM are operational defined by their solubility. While the
components of NOM are defined by their solubility in aqueous solvents as a function of
pH, asphaltenes and resins are soluble in organic solvents as a function of
aromatic/aliphatic nature of the solvent system. Asphaltenes are highly aromatic with
aliphatic and acyclic substituents and are soluble in aromatic organic solvents like
toluene, but precipitate in aliphatic solvents. Whereas resins are hydrocarbon chains
which are soluble in solvents such as n-heptane. Asphaltenes, similar to NOM, have an
innate ability to self-assemble.66,67,68

They have been the focus of countless studies in

the petroleum industry because of their negative impact on the exploration, production,
and refining of oil. In exploration they may alter the flow phase of a reservoir; in
production they may plug the wellbore; in transportation they may precipitate, and
eventually clog pipelines; in refining they decrease final yields.69 For these reasons they
have been studied in an effort to determine their structure and method of self-assembly.
Again, like NOM many models have been proposed to determine the conditions required
for self-assembly to take place in order to mitigate the negative impacts seen by the
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petroleum industry. One of these is the Yen-Mullins model70 ,71 also known as the
modified Yen model. Yen72 provided a hierarchical picture of asphaltenes then relates
that hierarchy to self-assembling components of differing length scales.73 This model has
been further modified by Mullins70 and focuses on an asphaltenes architecture consisting
of a single, moderately large polyaromatic hydrocarbon ring system with peripheral
alkanes which forms nanoaggregates with aggregations numbers of approximately six.
The interior consists of a single disordered stack surrounded with peripheral alkanes.
These nanoaggregates then form clusters with aggregations numbers of approximately
eight.
Natural organic matter and bitumen are naturally occurring materials created through the
geochemical processes of the Earth. Both comprise components that are operational
defined by their solubility characteristics. In addition, these materials form aggregates
through self-assembly, therefore, it is reasonable to conceive that the self-assembled
architecture of these two materials may indeed be similar.
1.5

HYPOTHESIS

NOM consists of composites that have a defined structural architecture that is
independent of source material type.
This dissertation focuses on the inter-/intra-molecular interactions that drive the
self-assembly process of the humic acid component of NOM to develop an architectural
model of the humic acid assembly for three NOM source material types. More
specifically this will be assessed by:
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1.

Pulsed Field Gradient (PFG) NMR
a. Determination of diffusion coefficients will determine the relative size
of the components of interest.
b. Changes in the chemical shifts seen in fractionated components when
compared to the final authentic and methylated HA0 and L0 will
provide information regarding the intra/inter-molecular interactions
occurring during self-assembly.

2.

Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS)
a. Determination of fractal dimension will provide insight into the spacefilling characteristics of the components and assemblies
b.

Form factor analysis will give approximate shape for each component
and the final assembled HA0.

3.

A model of the architecture of NOM will be proposed by applying the
above findings.

The dissertation has 6 chapters. Chapter 2 is a detailed account of the extraction and
analytical methods used for NOM materials studied. Chapter 3 contains bulk sample
characterization results and Chapter 4 contains a description of the determinations of
diffusion coefficients and an interpretation of chemical shift data obtained by pulsed field
gradient NMR. Chapter 5 provides information concerning fractal dimension, and form
factors calculated using SANS.

Chapter 6 proposes an architectural model developed

and conclusions reached by analysis of all data obtained and speculates upon future work.
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Chapter 2
Materials and Methods
2.1

DESCRIPTION OF BULK NOM SOURCE MATERIALS

Humic acid (HA0) was isolated from the International Humic Substances Society
Leonardite (BS104L), Elliott Silt Loam soil (BS102M), and Pahokee Peat (BS103P) bulk
reference materials using a traditional alkaline extraction method.36 The IHSS Leonardite
is produced by the natural oxidation of exposed lignite. It is a low grade coal collected
from the Gascoyne Mine in Bowman County, North Dakota.74 This material was chosen
due to its distinct carbon-type distribution that consists of primarily aliphatic (0-50 ppm)
and aromatic (108-150) carbon types.75 Elliott Silt Loam soil is typical of the fertile
prairie soils found in the United States. It consists of very deep somewhat poorly drained
soils on moraines and till plains. This material was obtained from an undisturbed area on
the grounds of the Joliet Army Ammunition Plant near Joliet, Illinois.74 Pahokee peat is a
typical agricultural peat soil found in the Florida Everglades. It forms from the organic
deposits of fresh water marshes and consists of poorly drained soils that are 36-51 inches
thick over limestone. This material was obtained from the University of Florida Belle
Glade Research Station.74 Elliott Silt Loam soil and Pahokee peat were chosen because
they have a carbon-type distribution consisting of aliphatic, O-alkyl (50-100 ppm),
aromatic and carboxylic resonances (160-190 ppm).76,75
2.2

FRACTIONATION METHODS

Bulk materials are extracted using the traditional alkaline extraction method.36 Which
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requires stirring/shaking the bulk material for 24 hours with 0.5 M NaOH. Samples are
then centrifuged and the supernatant is acidified with HCl to precipitate the humic acid.
Another centrifugation separates the humic acid and fulvic acid supernatant. The
supernatant containing the fulvic acid is discarded while the precipitated humic acid is
dried. The samples without additional extraction are referred to as HA0. A portion of each
dried HA0 sample is then further extracted using the fractionation method shown in
Figure 2.77

Figure 1. Sample description legend
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Figure 2. Representation of extraction methods used to fractionate HA0 into its
components (HA1, HA2, L0, and L1) from all samples materials studied. Adapted from
Khalaf et al. Soil Biol. & Biochem 2014, 73, 96-105.
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The lipid-like composite L0 and a humic-like component HA1 were obtained from HA0
by Soxhlet extraction using a benzene:methanol azeotrope (3:1 v/v).77 The ratio of
HA1:L0 which comprised the HA0 assembly varies dependent upon the material type,
with the distributions of these components for Leonardite, Elliott Silt Loam, and Pahokee
peat being 70:30, 90:10, and 80:20 (weight%), respectively. The L0 component is a
composite that can be further fractionated into HA2 and L1 using an additional alkaline
extraction step.77 The ratios of HA2:L1 from this fractionation are 70:30, 70:30, and
65:35 (weight %), for Leonardite, Elliott Silt loam, and Pahokee peat, respectively.
2.3

CATION EXCHANGE OF HUMIC ACID-LIKE FRACTIONS

The HA0, HA1, and HA2 components of each material type were converted to the
hydrogen form via cation exchange using Dowex® 50W-X H+ 20-50 mesh resin to
ensure metals which may interfere with NMR had been removed from samples. Humic
acid like samples (HA0, HA1 & HA2 of all three materials; ~ 0.1 g) were dissolved in 100
mL of NaOH (0.1 M). A solution of 6 M HCl is passed through the column followed by
distilled water until effluent pH ~ 6 - 7. The sample is then passed through the column
followed again by distilled water. The pH of the effluent is monitored to determine the
sample cutoff point. Once the effluent again reaches a pH of ~ 6 - 7 the sample is then
dried and weighed to determine recovery. The column is regenerated by passing 6M HCl
through prior to introducing the next sample.
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2.4

TOTAL ORGANIC CARBON (TOC)

The total organic carbon mass balance was determined using a Shimadzu TOC-VSCN
total organic carbon analyzer with a SSM-5000 Solid Sampling Module. This instrument
catalytically oxidizes organic matter under a flow of CO2-free air then detects the amount
of CO2 produced via infrared adsorption. The mass balance data will be used to calculate
the abundance of each fraction in the starting material. This information is necessary in
order to prepare mixtures of the fractionated materials to be reassembled that accurately
represent the same chemical composition of the authentic materials found in the
environment.
Table 1. Total organic carbon mass balance percentages for individual components of
materials studied
TOC%
Leonardite
*HA0
HA1
HA2
L0
L1

56.0
58.5
12.4
22.8
6.1

TOC%
Elliott Silt Loam Soil
*HA0
HA1
HA2
L0
L1

48.5
73.6
6.3
18.1
2.3

TOC%
Pahokee peat
*HA0
HA1
HA2
L0
L1

50.8
75.0
6.1
17.5
0.42

* The HA0 values are only the experimentally TOC values. The values for the remaining
components are the TOC mass balance for the materials studied.
2.5

PULSED FIELD GRADIENT (PFG)-NMR

Diffusion coefficients (D) acquired by PFG-NMR use a pulse gradient which allows the
movement of molecules to be spatially measured due to the motion of a molecule being
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affected by its nearest neighbors.78 This allows the determination of D values that
provide information regarding the inter-/intra-molecular interactions of a multicomponent system. Translational diffusion is especially important when studying
molecular interactions because reacting species must collide before they can interact.79
PFG-NMR determines the D values by measuring the attenuation of a signal resulting
from the de-phasing of nuclear spins due to the combination of the translational motion of
the spins of the molecules and the application of well-defined gradient pulses.80 The
NMR signal intensity (I) is attenuated depending upon the diffusion time, gradient
strength, and pulse length. The impact of these variables on I is described by
𝐼 = 𝐼# 𝑒 &'(

) *) + )

∆−𝜕3

(1)

where I is the observed intensity, I0 is the reference intensity (unattenuated signal
intensity), D is the diffusion coefficient, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of the observed
nucleus, g is the gradient strength, δ is the length of the gradient pulse and Δ is the
diffusion time.
All samples were dissolved in either D2O or D6-benzene: D4-methanol (3:1 v/v) to a
concentration of 4 g/L and then filtered using a Whatman® 0.45µm Glass Microfiber
Filter (GMF) to ensure undissolved particles which may interfere with the NMR analysis
had been removed. Deuterated NMR solvents D2O (99.8% D), CD3OD (99.6 % D), and
NaOD (40% wt solution in D2O, 99+ atom % D) were purchased from Acros Organics,
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C6D6 (99.96 % D), KOH (≥ 85%), diethyl ether (≥ 99.7%) , absolute ethanol (200 proof),
and DIAZALD® used for methylation of HA0 and L0 fractions using an established
procedure81 described in Chapter 2.4.1 were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. All NMR
solvents were used as received.
Solution-state 1H NMR spectra were collected using a Bruker Avance 600 MHz NMR
spectrometer with a 5-mm inverse 1H-13C-15N TXI probe using 16 scans and a delay of 2
seconds between pulses. PFG-NMR data were obtained at 295 K using a Bipolar-Pulse
Pair Longitudinal-Eddy-current -Delay (BPPLED) sequence from the standard Bruker
library.82 Scans (512-2000 depending on the signal to noise of the sample) were
collected using 1.75 - 2.25 msec sine-shaped gradient pulses (3.5 - 4.5 msec per bipolar
pulse pair) in 24 increments from ~7-330 mT·m-1 with a diffusion time range of 75-180
msec at 295 K. The diffusion time and gradient length where optimized to achieve 95%
suppression of the attenuated signal at the maximum gradient strength. Suppression of
the D2O signal was used for samples dissolved in D2O in combination with the BPPLED
pulse sequence and power levels were optimize for maximum suppression of the solvent.
Diffusion coefficients were evaluated using the T1/T2 relaxation software included the
standard Bruker TopSpin® software package. Diffusion-ordered spectroscopy (DOSY)
spectra were then generated to directly correlate the diffusion coefficients to the proton
chemical shift in a two-dimensional plot.
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2.5.1

METHYLATION OF HA0 AND L0 FRACTIONS

Samples were methylated using diazomethane. Diazomethane potassium hydroxide (0.4
g) was dissolved in 0.8 mL of ultrapure water, and then mixed with 2.5 mL of absolute
ethanol in a glass reaction vessel with constant stirring (at ~ 40ºC) of a Sigma Aldrich
DIAZALD® Kit. N-Methyl-N-nitroso-p-toluenesulfonamide, (DIAZALD®; 2 g for
HA0's and 4 g for L0's) was dissolved in 20 mL of diethyl ether (99.7%) and added drop
wise to the reaction vessel. Yellow diazomethane gas was then condensed and collected
in a receiving round bottom flask with stirring that contains the sample to be methylated.
Methylation continued until the solvents in reaction vessel were colorless, indicating the
complete transformation of DIAZALD® into diazomethane gas. Methylated samples
were then stirred overnight and dried for seven days to ensure complete solvent
evaporation.
2.6

SMALL-ANGLE NEUTRON SCATTERING

Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) measurements were performed at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory’s (ORNL) Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) beam line 6 Extended
Q-Range Small-Angle Neutron Scattering Diffractometer (EQ-SANS), and the contrast
match experiments were carried out on the Low-Q Diffractometer (LQD) at the Lujan
Center at the Los Alamos Neutron Science CEnter (LANSCE) in Los Alamos NM,
which is part of the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). Both accelerators operate
in time of flight mode receiving neutrons from a spallation target using mercury83 and
tungsten targets,84 respectively.
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SANS experiments measure the intensity of scattering in terms of the coherent
macroscopic scattering cross section (dΣ/dΩ) as a function of the scattering vector (q)
𝑞=

12
3

sin

7
8

(2)

where λ is the wavelength of the incident radiation and the θ is the scattering angle. The
scattering cross section of polydisperse anisotropic particles can be described by the
“decoupling approximation”85,86
9:
9;

8
(𝑞 ) = 𝐼 > = 𝑁@ 𝑃(>)
𝑆(>)

(3)

Where Np is the average number density of scattering particles and may also be written as
Φ/Vp, where Vp is the average volume of one particle and Φ is the volume fraction.
P2(q) includes the form factor, F(q), describing the architecture of the particles which
includes the shape, size, and polydispersity, and the contrast term Δρ.2 The contrast term
Δρ2 includes ρ and ρ0 which are the scattering length densities of the particles and the
solvent, respectively. S(q) is the structure factor which gives information regarding
interactions between particles assuming size and orientation are uncorrelated with the
position of the particles.85 For dilute systems the Guinier region (at scales larger than the
typical size of the particles) interactions are very short range and the S(q) is equal to
unity.87 Consequently for a two component system like most for those studied herein the
expression becomes
𝐼 𝑞 = 𝛷 1 − 𝛷 𝛥8 𝑉@ 𝑃 𝑞 𝑆(𝑞)

(4)
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Further examination of the scattering intensity distribution function is the application of
an approximation for particle size and shape characterization. The P(q) can be
approximated by the radius of gyration (Rg) using a Guinier plot, which gives
𝐼(𝑞) = 𝐼G 𝑒 &>

)

H*8
I

(5)

equation 5 is used to plot the logarithm of I(q) versus q2 to obtain the radius of gyration,
which is essentially the size of the particle of interest, but more specifically it is the
distribution of the mass of an object around an axis. Although a Guinier plot can be used
to evaluate the Rg value it does not however supply any information regarding particle
shape. Therefore, the presumption of a specific particle shape is hard to establish in order
to fit the scattering data to any specific model. Because of their fractal nature,
determination of the fractal dimension (D) for all components must occur early in the
data analysis process. The power law exponent of the slope of a plot of I(q) versus q
conveniently gives the fractal dimension of a particle. Once the D value is established
the Rg and D values are used to calculate surface-to-volume (S/V) ratios to ascertain a
general shape for the particles of interest.
2.6.1

CONTRAST MATCHING SAMPLE PREPARATION

Prior to conducting any scattering analysis contrast matching of the particles in
hydrogenated/deuterated solvents must be completed. This involves the manipulation of
the hydrogenated/deuterated solvent ratios to match the scattering length density of one
component in a multi-component system which ultimately causes the matched component
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of the system to disappear. This allows the investigation of a specific component without
interference from other components within the system. The scattering length densities of
hydrogen (pH = -0.374 x 10-12 cm) and deuterium (pD = 0.667 x10-12 cm) are vastly
different which allows changes in the hydrogen:deuterium ratio to be easily observed and
contrast match information to be acquired. Authentic Leonardite HA2, L1, and authentic
and emulsified L0 fractions were dissolved in benzene:methanol (3:1, v:v) with varying
total hydrogen:deuterium (H:D) ratios to determine contrast match values. Sample
composition and hydrogen:deuterium ratios are given in Table 1. Emulsions containing
HA2, L1 to produce L0 were prepared using a procedure developed by Chilom et al.88
Table 2. Contrast Match Determination Ratios
Sample

HA2

Hydrogen:Deuterium
(H:D) ratio
55/45
45/55
35/65

L1

95/5
85/15
75/25

L0 (Authentic)

85/15
45/55

L0 (emulsion)

85/15
45/55
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2.6.2

FORM AND STRUCTURE SAMPLE PREPARATION

All samples are prepared in 1g/L stock solutions. HA0 and HA1 are dissolved in
deuterium oxide (D2O):H2O (50:50, v:v) and pH is adjusted to 9 with sodium deuteroxide
(NaOD). HA2, L0 and L1 are dissolved in benzene (D6:methanol-D4 (C6D6:CD3OD) (3:1
v/v)). Experimentally determined hydrogen:deuterium (H:D) ratios are used for
combining the components for analysis. The H:D ratio’s for HA2 and the lipid-like
components of L1 and L0 are 50:50 and 85:15, respectively. Once samples are dissolved
they are sonicated for one hour then mixed constantly for 48 hours. All stock solutions
are then filtered using a Whatman® GFM 45µm filter to remove any remaining particles.
The samples are then mixed to create the samples outlined in Table 3. Mixing of samples
is dependent upon the natural abundance of the fractions for each material in the
environment as determined by mass:balance ratios calculated during the extraction
process described in Chapter 2.2. After mixing for natural abundance, emulsions for each
sample are created by mixing one mL of sample with three mL of acidic H20, and two
mL of benzene:methanol azeotrope (3:1 v:v).17 Emulsion samples are then vortexed for
one minute and allowed to sit for 24 hours. The pH of all samples were maintained at ~
5, authentic and emulsion samples were then layered onto one-inch quartz disks and dried
in a desiccator.
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Table 3. Form and Structure Factor Neutron Scattering Samples
Authentic
Contains

Name

Leonardite

Contains

Name

Elliott Silt Loam

Contains

Name

Pahokee Peat

HA0

LHA0

HA0

EHA0

HA0

PHA0

L0

LL0

L0

EL0

L0

PL0

HA1

LHA1

HA1

EHA1

HA1

PHA1

HA2

LHA2

HA2

EHA2

HA2

PHA2

L1

LL1

L1

EL1

L1

PL1

HA1 + L0

LHA02

HA1 + L0

EHA02

HA1 + L0

PHA02

HA2 + L1 + HA1

LHA03

HA2 + L1 + HA1

EHA03

HA2 + L1 + HA1

PHA03

HA2 + L1

LL02

HA2 + L1

EL02

HA2 + L1

PL02

L1 + HA2 + PBA*

LL012B

L1 + HA2 + PBA*

EL012B

L1 + HA2 + PBA*

PL012B

L1 + HA2 +
PAD**

LL012A

L1 + HA2 +
PAD**

EL012A

L1 + HA2 +
PAD**

PL012A

HA1+L0+PBA*

LHA010

HA1+L0+PBA*

EHA010

HA1+L0+PBA*

PHA010

Labeled

B

HA1+L0+PAD**

LHA010
A

B

HA1+L0+PAD**

EHA010
A

* Deuterated Phenyl Butyric acid; ** Deuterated Palmitic acid

B

HA1+L0+PAD**

PHA010
A
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Thin layer thicknesses of the samples are shown in Table 4 in Section were calculated
using
J
K
L

(6)

where m is the amount of material deposited on the disk (mg), A is the area of the
material deposit (mm2), and ρ is the density of the liquid (mg·mm-3). The density used to
calculate film thicknesses is the mean ρ value for H2O and D2O, and Benzene:methanol
(3:1, v:v), for HA0, HA1, and HA2, L0 and L1, respectively.
Table 4. Calculated Film Thickness Values
Sample*

Film
Thickness
(nm)

Sample*

Film
Thickness
(nm)

Sample*

Film
Thickness
(nm)

LHA0E

857

EHA0E

1197

PHA0E

644

LL02B

447

LHA0

251

EHA0

362

PHA0

274

LL02A

911

LHA1E

644

EHA1E

857

PHA1E

857

LHA010B

794

LHA1

447

EHA1

274

PHA1

362

LHA010A

911

LHA2E

911

EHA2E

1476

PHA2E

911

EL02B

2205

LHA2

286

EHA2

286

PHA2

338

EL02A

447

LL0E

911

EL0E

2791

PL0E

551

EHA010B

794

LL0

286

EL0

286

PL0

286

EHA010A

911

LL1E

1786

EL1E

1240

PL1E

618

PL02B

794

LL1

286

EL1

1057

PL1

405

PL02A

1240

LHA02E

857

EHA02E

447

PHA02E

857

PHA010B

1786

LHA02R

401

EHA02R

644

PHA02R

644

PHA010A

1240

LL02E

911

EL02E

1786

PL02E

1057

LL02R

447

EL02R

286

PL02R

338

* E indicates emulsion; R indicates recombined

Labeled
Samples
(emulsions)

Film
Thickness
(nm)
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Chapter 3
Bulk Sample Characterization Results
3.1

SOLID STATE 13C NMR

Differences in carbon type within NOM are commonly used as a “finger print” for
identifying the source materials by 13C 77,39,75 and 1H NMR methods. Solid-state 13C
Direct Polarization Magic-Angle Spinning (DPMAS) sequences were where used and
corrected for incomplete relaxation by factors measured using a Cross Polarization Spinlattice relaxation time experiment in combination with TOtal Sideband Suppression
(CP/T1-TOSS)89 to qualitatively examine all components used in this study. The CP/T1TOSS sequence was used to measure the relaxation time 𝑇NO for each component to
determine the most effective recycle delay. The distribution of organic carbon was
calculated by integration of chemical shift regions as follows: 0 - 50 ppm, aliphatic
carbon; 50 -108 ppm, carbohydrate carbon; 108 - 162, aromatic carbon; and 162-202,
carboxyl carbon using standard Bruker® software. Calculated carbon-type distribution
percentages for all materials studied are given in Tables 5-7. Figures 3-5 display the
solid state 13C NMR DPMAS spectra for all components of the Leonardite, Elliott Silt
Loam Soil, and Pahokee Peat, respectively.
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Table 5. Integrated Carbon (%) Obtained from DPMAS NMR Spectra - Leonardite
Chemical shift range (ppm)
0-50
50-108
108-162
162-202

HA0
11.84
15.74
64.52
7.90

HA1
6.31
10.91
69.4
13.38

HA2
16.79
19.00
56.20
8.01

L0
20.60
20.07
50.90
8.43

L1
64.05
14.41
19.96
1.58

Table 6. Integrated Carbon (%) Obtained from DPMAS NMR Spectra - Elliott Silt Loam
Soil
Chemical shift range (ppm)
0-50
50-108
108-162
162-202

HA0
17.78
28.84
43.30
10.08

HA1
15.22
29.00
44.14
11.64

HA2
19.28
22.51
53.26
4.97

L0
19.99
23.85
32.44
23.72

L1
34.58
23.45
25.37
16.60

Table 7. Integrated Carbon (%) Obtained from DPMAS NMR Spectra - Pahokee Peat
Chemical shift range (ppm)
0-50
50-108
108-162
162-202

HA0
6.20
19.74
55.69
18.37

HA1
11.07
18.37
53.56
17.00

HA2
14.35
21.21
53.92
10.52

L0
14.40
25.50
47.16
12.94

L1
68.51
15.08
13.28
3.13
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Figure 3. Solid State 13C NMR of Leonardite HA0 (a), HA1 (b), HA2 (c), L0 (d), and L1
(e).
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Figure 4. Solid State 13C NMR of Elliott Silt Loam HA0 (a), HA1 (b), HA2 (c), L0 (d), and
L1 (e).
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Figure 5. Solid State 13C NMR of Pahokee Peat HA0 (a), HA1 (b), HA2 (c), L0 (d), and L1
(e).
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CHAPTER 4
PULSED FIELD GRADIENT NMR DETERMINATION OF THE DIFFUSION
COEFFICIENTS OF THE COMPONENTS OF NATURAL ORGANIC MATTER
(NOM)
4.1

INTRODUCTION

Pulsed Field Gradient (PFG) NMR was used to generate Diffusion Ordered Spectroscopy
(DOSY) spectra to investigate the physical and chemical characteristics of fractionated
NOM obtained from the IHSS Leonardite, Elliot Silt Loam soil, and Pahokee Peat
reference materials. Diffusion coefficients (D) were determined for authentic humic acid
(HA0), methylated HA0, the non-amphiphilic humic acid-like (HA1), lipid-like (L1),
strongly amphiphilic (HA2) components, and the composite of HA2 and L1 referred to as
L0. Chemical shift data reveal a largely aliphatic nature with minimal amounts of
aromatics and carboxylic shifts in L1, HA2 and L0 with higher D values than those seen
for the corresponding HA1 and HA0. The lower D values and differences seen in the HA0
and HA1 components suggest that HA2, L1 and L0 are smaller and chemically selfassemble to form HA0. The assembled HA0 was determined to be smaller than its HA1
component indicating that the interactions of HA1 and L0 that create the final assembly
are short-ranged. This indicates that the self-assembly of HA0 is not simply the
association of smaller molecules to create a larger assembly, but interactions create an
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assembly that is chemically and physically distinct from the fractions of which is it
comprised. Natural organic matter is the primary reservoir for organic carbon on the
earth’s surface, representing as much as an order of magnitude more organic carbon that
the that in the biosphere.11 It is a persistent form of organic carbon with diagenetic
residence times in unconsolidated soils and sediments ranging from hundreds to more
than a thousand years.7,12 The study of the composition of natural organic matter (NOM)
provides the opportunity to more fully understand its persistence which aids in the ability
to enhance carbon sequestration in these enviroments as means of amelerioating carbondioxide induced climate change.
Natural organic matter is classified into fractions depending on their solubility in aqueous
solution as a function of pH, (Chapter 1.3) the fraction investigated here is referred to as
humic acid (HA0), which is soluble in alkaline aqueous solution but precipitates in acidic
conditions. These materials are extremely heterogeneous in nature with a variety of
reactive functional groups such as carboxylic and phenolic, and aromatic carbon types. It
has been suggested that this heterogeneity explains NOM's ability to resist enzymatic
breakdown by bacteria.90 To accommodate this heterogeniety it has been proposed that
NOM is a self-assembled material that may be fractionated into operationally defined
components77 that are themselves innately complex. These components include HA0, a
highly aromatic non-amphiphilic component (HA1), a lipid-like component (L1), and an
amphiphilic component (HA2) that self-assemble via a hierarchical process.77 The HA2
and L1 components assemble to form a composite referred to as L0.77
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Figure 2 in Section 2.2 summarizes this organizational hierarchy. These components are
referred to as the “lower hierarchical level of HA0”. Subsequently, the L0 composite and
the HA1 component interact to create HA0. The inter-/intra-molecular interactions drive
this self-assembly process are poorly understood. They can be examined using solution
diffusion coefficients (D) and chemical shift data collected using pulsed field gradient
(PFG) NMR which is the focus of this portion of this investigation.
Diffusion coefficients acquired by PFG NMR use a pulsed magnetic field gradient which
allows the movement of molecules to be spatially resolved because the motion of a
molecule is affected by its nearest neighbors.78 The determination of D values using PFG
NMR provides information regarding the inter-/intra-molecular interactions of a multicomponent system. Translational diffusion is especially important when studying
chemical interactions because reacting species must collide before they react.79 PFG
NMR determines the D values by measuring the attenuation of a signal resulting from the
de-phasing of nuclear spins due to the combination of the translational motion of the
spins of the molecules and the application of well-defined gradient pulses.80 The NMR
signal intensity (I) is attenuated depending upon the diffusion time, gradient strength, and
pulse length. The impact of these variables on I is described by is described by Equation
1 in Chapter 2.4.
Pulse-field gradient NMR has been used to analyze the D values of complex mixtures,91
such as SDS micelle-peptide association,92 and ashpahltenes.93 The D values of the
components of NOM have also been investigated by a number of other analytical
techniques.
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Flow field-flow fractionation (FIFFF) 94 determined diffusivity values of Suwannee River
humic acid in varying ionic strength solutions to range from 4.5 - 5.8 x 10-9 (m2·s-1), for
UV-Vis and fluorescence detectors, respectively. Dynamic light scattering (DLS)95 of a
peat humic acid solvated in water and also in sodium chloride solutions of varying
concentrations established extremely small values for D (from 2 - 9 x 10-11 m2·s-1) and
concluded that the particles where large macromolecular fragments or aggregates of
smaller species. Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS)96 determined a D value
range of 2 - 3 x 10-10 (m2·s-1) for Suwannee River humic acid with values decreasing
slightly with decreasing pH.
Previous studies using PFG NMR97 have determined that D values of an oak forest humic
substance correlate to small molecular weight species of carbohydrates, aromatics, amino
acids, and aliphatic components.97 The carbohydrates of the NOM material in this study
were determined to be the largest component, having fragments of 3 - 8 sugar units ~(600
- 1,500 Da),97 while the D values established for the aliphatic components were
consistent with monomers, dimers, trimers, and tetramers of C16 and C18 fatty esters.97
The D values of Suwannee River fulvic acid have been studied using PFG NMR98
concluding that the aliphatic and aromatic portions of fulvic acid assemblies extracted
from numerous material types were the largest components consistently having D values
lower than carbon types in other areas of the spectra evaluated. This method has also
been used to determine the diffusion coefficicents of whole soil and fulvic acid extracts
obtained from the surface horizon of an oak forest soil,99 dissolved NOM in natural
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waters,100 and Suwannee River fulvic acid.96 The computer program CONTIN101,102 has
been used to analyze PFG NMR data from several standard humic and fulvic acids
samples obtained from the International Humic Substances Society (IHSS)74 to
demonstrate the polydispersitiy of these samples and how the diffusion coefficients vary
with functional group composition of the individual sampoles.103 No matter what method
is used the varying diffusivities of NOM make it apparent that it is a heterogeneous
material.
However, the diffusivities of the components that comprise the humic acid portion of
NOM (i.e., HA0) have not yet been studied. To understand the process of self-assembly a
close look at the diffusivity and chemical shifts of HA0, and its components is required to
determine what types of inter/intra-molecular interactions are influencing its architecture.
Data obtained from PFG NMR has been used to generate DOSY spectra to determine the
D values and examine the possible interactions occurring between the HA2 and L1
components, the L0 composite, and the HA1 and L0 composite which interact to for HA0.
These spectra aid in understanding the differences in the diffusivities of the aliphatic,
carbohydrate, and aromatic carbon types of the components, by directing correlating the
D value to the proton chemical shift in a two-dimensional plot. The entire NMR
spectrum of each component is taken into account when calculating the D value. This
gives a mean D value for the entire assembly rather than specific chemical shift regions
as previously done.97, 98 This established the sizes of the components relative to each
other, and allows the types of inter-/intra-molecular interactions that may direct the selfassembly process to be investigated.
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4.2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

HA0 was isolated from the International Humic Substances Society Leonardite (BS104L),
Elliott Silt Loam soil (BS102M), and Pahokee Peat (BS103P) bulk reference materials
(Chapter 2.1) using a traditional alkaline extraction method as described in Chapter 2.2.
The HA0, HA1, and HA2 components of each material type were converted to the
hydrogen form via cation exchange using Dowex® 50W-X H+ resin to ensure metals
which may interfere with NMR had been removed from samples (Chapter 2.4). To
establish the types of inter-/intra-molecular interactions that may be occurring the HA0
and L0 components of each material type were methylated with diazomethane using the
established procedure described in Chapter 2.4.1.81 All samples were dissolved in either
deuterium oxide (D2O) or benzeneD6:methanol-D4 (C6D6:CD3OD (3:1 v/v)) to a
concentration of 4 g/L and then filtered using a Whatman® 0.45µm Glass Microfiber
Filter (GMF) to ensure large particles which may interfere with NMR analysis had been
removed. Deuterated NMR solvents D2O (99.8% D), CD3OD (99.6 % D), and NaOD
(40% wt solution in D2O, 99+ atom % D) were purchased from Acros Organics, C6D6
(99.96 % D) and DIAZALD (2 M in diethyl ether) used for methylation were purchased
from Sigma Aldrich. All NMR solvents were used as received.
Solution-state 1H NMR spectra were collected using a Bruker Avance 600 MHz NMR
spectrometer fitted with a 5-mm inverse 1H-13C-15N TXI probe. 1H spectra were acquired
using 16 scans and a delay of 2 seconds between pulses. PFG NMR data were obtained
at 295K using a Bipolar-Pulse Pair Longitudinal-Eddy-current -Delay (BPPLED)
sequence from the standard Bruker library.82
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Scans (512-2000 depending on the signal to noise of the sample) were collected using
1.75 - 2.25 ms sine-shaped gradient pulses (3.5- 4.5 ms per bipolar pulse pair) in 24
increments from ~7-330 mT·m-1 with a diffusion time range of 75-180 ms at 295 K. The
diffusion time and gradient length where optimized to achieve 95% suppression of the
attenuated signal at the maximum gradient strength. Suppression of the D2O signal was
used in combination with the BPPLED pulse sequence and power levels were optimized
for maximum suppression of the solvent. Diffusion coefficients were evaluated using the
T1/T2 relaxation software included the standard Bruker TopSpin® software package.
DOSY spectra were collected to directly correlate the diffusion coefficients to the proton
chemical shift in a two dimensional plot. The D values obtained were used to calculate
the hydrodynamic radius (RH) for all authentic components. The hydrodynamic radius is
indicative of the apparent size of the dynamic hydrated/solvated particle, and is defined
as the radius of an equivalent hard sphere diffusing at the same rate as the molecule under
observation which was determined using the Stokes-Einstein equation,

𝐷=

QR
S2THU

(7)

where k is the Boltzman constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin , h is the solvent
viscosity, and D is the diffusion coefficient.
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4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 8 lists the D values of all the NOM components studied. The calculated RH values
are shown in Table 9.
The inverse relationship
between D values and
particle size signifies that a
particle with a larger D value
is more readily able to diffuse
into a solvent than a particle
with a smaller D value.
Conversely,
components/particles with
smaller D values are larger than those with relatively larger D values.82 These data
indicate that the non-amphiphilic HA1 component, with the lowest calculated D values
and the highest RH values, is the component with the largest relative size regardless of
material type.
Pahokee Peat
The DOSY spectra of the lower level components HA2 and L1 and the L0 composite for
Pahokee Peat are overlaid and shown in Figure 6 (DOSY spectra for individual
components HA2, L1 and L0 are located in the Appendix, Figures A.1, A.2 and A.3,
respectively).
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The amphiphilic HA2 component has a wide resonance in the unsaturated aliphatic region
(3.8 - 5.2 ppm) indicating the possible presence of numerous types of esters and C=C
containing groups. When HA2 interacts with L1 the spectrum of resulting L0 composite
shows an up-field shift to the ester, and ether shift range between 3.0 - 4.2 ppm. The
appearance of resonances in the unsaturated and saturated aliphatic regions is perhaps the
result of the hydrophic effect, π-π bonding of saturated carbon, and the conjugated C=C
systems, respectively. There is also a considerable size difference between L0 and its
components.

Figure 6. DOSY spectrum of L0, HA2, and L1 for Pahokee Peat
Diffusion coefficients and RH values in Tables 8 and 9, repectively, both indicate that the
L0 composite (D = 8.761 ± 0.054 x 10-10 m2·s-1) is 50% smaller than the L1 components
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(D = 4.386 ± 0.014 x 10-10 m2·s-1), and 12% larger than the HA2 component (D = 9.898 ±
0.057 x 10-10 m2·s-1 ) which constitutes 80% of the entire L0 assembly. This reduction in
overall size of the L0 composite when compared to its components suggests the L1
component may be drawn into the HA2 components by the hydrophobic effect between
saturated aliphatic components bringing the components of the assembly closer together
and resulting in a more compact L0 composite. The diffusivity of L0 is decreased futher
with the interaction of L0 with HA1 to form HA0. The spectrum of authentic Pahokee Peat
HA0 in Figure 7 compared to its components HA1 and L0 indicates that these interactions
are occurring between the primarily aliphatic region of L0 and the aliphatic and aromatic
regions of HA1. (Individual spectra of Pahokee Peat HA0, and HA1, are located in the
Appendix, Figures A.4,and A.5, respectively).

Figure 7. DOSY spectrum of HA0, HA1, and L0. for Pahokee Peat
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Additionally, the diffusivity is decreased when L0 interacts with HA1, causing HA0 to be
smaller than the major component of HA1 which constitutes ~ 80% of the final assembled
material.
Leonardite
The D and RH values for Leonardite listed in Tables 8 and 9 indicate that L0 is 67%
smaller than HA2 and 47% smaller than L1. Figure 8 shows that interactions occurring
between Leonardite L1, and HA2 create a L0 composite smaller in size as indicated by the
larger D value (individual spectra of Leonardite L1, HA2 and L0 are located in the
Appendix, Figures A.6, A.7 and A.8, respectively). Again, there is an up-field shift from
the C=C bond region to the ester and ether range, however, the saturated aliphatic
components also give a strong resonance. The decrease in size is possibly the result of
extensive hydrophobic interactions due to the increase of alkyl functional groups, and π-π
interactions between the unsaturated and saturated aliphatic components of L1 and HA2,
which increases the diffusivity of L0.
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Figure 8. DOSY spectrum of L0, HA2, and L1 for Leonardite
The HA1 shown in Figure 9 (D = 2.204 ± 0.067 x 10-10 m2·s-1) and L0 (D = 16.88 ± 0.050
x 10-10 m2·s-1) interact to form HA0 which is 50% smaller (D = 4.334 ± 0.095 x 10-10 m2·s1

) than the HA1 which comprises 70% of the assembled material. This suggests that the

interactions of HA1 and the much smaller L0 is creating inter-molecular cross-linkages
which pull the components closer together than the individual components resulting in a
size decrease. (Individual spectra of Leonardite HA1 and HA0, are located in the
Appendix, Figures A.9, and A.10, respectively).
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Figure 9. DOSY spectrum of HA0, HA1, and L0. for Leonardite
Elliott Silt Loam Soil
The Elliott Silt Loam soil L0 shown in Figure 10 has a D value (Table 8; D = 2.091 ±
0.017 x 10-10 m2·s-1) which demonstrates that it is 166%, and 90% larger than the HA2 in
(D = 125.8 ± 0.078 x 10-10 m2·s-1) and L1 (D = 19.71 ± 0.019 x 10-10 m2·s-1) components,
respectively. (Individual spectra of Elliott Silt Loam L0, HA2, and L1, are located in the
Appendix, Figures A.11, A.12 and A.13, respectively).
The DOSY spectrum of L0 closely resembles that of its HA2 component. As with
Leonardite, interactions between HA2 and L1 cause an up-field shift from the C=C bond
region to the ester and ether range, and the aliphatic components also give a strong
resonance in the DOSY spectrum.
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The D value for L0 listed in Table 8 indicates it is much larger that the components from
which it is comprised, suggesting aggregation may occur to form a highly-branched
configuration that drastically decreases the diffusivity of the composite.

Figure 10. DOSY spectrum of L0, HA2, and L1 for Elliott Silt Loam soil
According to data in Tables 8 and 9 interactions between L0 and the non-amphiphilic
HA1 give rise to an HA0 (D = 1.998 ± 0.002 x 10-10 m2·s-1) displayed in
Figure 11 very similar in size to L0, and only slightly smaller than HA1 in Figure 20 (D =
1.617 ± 0.062 x 10-10 m2·s-1) which constitutes ~90% of the total assembly. However,
there is a substantial decrease in the L0 component resonances after associating with HA1.
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This along with the similarity in size between HA1 and the HA0 assembly could indicate
the L0 component is incorporating itself into the organized HA1 components through
hydrophobic, and π-π interactions leaving the diffusivity of the final HA0 assembly to be
only slightly larger than the HA1 component. Yet, a narrowing of chemical shift
resonance bands indicates a decrease in heterogeneity of the aromatic, saturated and
unsaturated aliphatic compounds as represented in the comparison DOSY spectrum for
HA0 and HA1. (Individual spectra of Elliott Silt Loam HA0, and HA1, are located in the
Appendix, Figures A.14 and A.15, respectively).

Figure 11. DOSY spectrum of HA0, HA1, and L0 for Elliott Silt Loam soil (The
intensity of the HA1 spectrum obscures HA0 so it is shown as an insert, x-axis is to
-9

scale, y-axis is from 0-2 x 10 )
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Methylated Samples
The HA0 and L0 components of the three materials studied were methylated using
diazomethane which has been shown to disrupt hydrogen bonding of carboxyl and
hydroxyl groups by converting them to methyl esters.104,81 Comparison of the D values
(Table 8) of authentic HA0 to the methylated HA0 for the materials studied indicates
methylation of HA0 makes a substantial difference in the size of HA0 of the Elliott Silt
Loam and Pahokee Peat samples with a decrease in overall size of HA0 by ~70% for both
materials. The size difference between the methylated HA0 and authentic HA0 for
Leonardite is only slight and essentially within the experimental error of the size
measurement. As expected, methylation causes an up-field shift in the 1H NMR
resonance of HA0 for all materials, which correlates to an increase in aliphatic
components are displayed in Figures 12, 13 and 14 for Leonardite, Elliott Silt Loam, and
Pahokee Peat, respectively.
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Figure 12. DOSY spectrum of methylated Leonardite HA0

Figure 13. DOSY spectrum of methylated Elliott Silt Loam HA0
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The large decrease in overall size in HA0 for Elliott Silt Loam and Pahokee Peat may be
attributed to the larger number of functional groups susceptible to methylation than
Leonardite.74

Figure 14. DOSY spectrum of methylated Pahokee Peat HA0

Given the inverse relationship of D to particle size, the increase in the D values of HA0,
indicates that the components of HA1 and L0 create a HA0 assembly that is not simply the
sum of its component parts, but is the result of chemical interactions. The differences in
both the D and RH values as well as changes seen in the DOSY spectra for the L0 and
HA1 components when compared to HA0 indicate an increase in heterogeneity as selfassembly progresses. Comparison DOSY spectra of authentic and methylated L0
components of Leonardite, Elliott Silt Loam and Pahokee Peat are shown in Figures 15,
16 and 17, respectively.
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Figure 15. DOSY spectrum of methylated Leonardite L0

Figure 16. DOSY spectrum of methylated Elliott Silt Loam L0
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Figure 17. DOSY spectrum of methylated Pahokee Peat L0

4.4 CONCLUSIONS
The diffusivities of the lower-level components of HA0 (i.e., HA2 and L1) varied widely
which indicates a large disparity of molecular sizes between material types for L1 and
HA2 which self-assemble to form the composite L0. Conversely, the chemical shift data
for the lower-level components are quite similar with the only striking difference seen in
the poly-dispersity in the 3.8 - 5 ppm region of the HA2 component of the Elliott Silt
Loam soil in comparison to the other two material types.
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The D values of the final HA0 and HA1 component, which is the major component of
HA0 (with the exception of Leonardite HA0) fall between 1.6 - 2.6 x 10-10 m2·s-1. This
indicates that although these materials consist of small molecules that vary in size from
one material to another their DOSY spectra suggest that they are still chemically very
similar.
The D values for the HA1 components for all materials studied are lower than the final
HA0 assembly. Larger D values of components indicates smaller size relative to other
components contained within the assembly. This inverse relationship between diffusion
coefficients and molecular size indicates that the interactions occurring between HA1 and
the L0 composite to create the HA0 assembly are short ranged interactions (i.e. van der
Waals, π-π, and hydrogen bonding) which is smaller than the corresponding HA1
component. The calculated RH values also support this conclusion. These data indicate
that the self-assembly process of HA0 is not simply the aggregation of smaller molecules
to create a larger particle, but involves chemical interactions between components to
create an assembly that is chemically and architecturally dissimilar than the fractionated
components from which it is comprised. This study suggests that once the initial onset of
self-assembly begins the components of NOM, regardless of material type, create
assemblies with similar size, chemical characteristics and architecture.
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CHAPTER 5
CHARACTERIZATION OF FRACTIONATED NATURAL ORGANIC MATTER
USING SMALL-ANGLE NEUTRON SCATTERING
5.1 INTRODUCTION
Natural organic matter, like the much older asphaltenes, are known to be complex
mixtures of fractal aggregates and exhibit power law scattering. Therefore, it is difficult
to assume a specific model that can be used to fit the scattering data. Because of their
fractal nature, determination of the fractal dimension (D) for all components must occur
early in the data analysis process. (The bold “D” refers to fractal dimension while the
normal font “D” is used for diffusion coefficient). The power-law exponent (PLE) of the
slope of a plot of I(q) versus q conveniently allows for the calculation of the D value for
that particle. The RH values are then used to calculate S/V ratios to ascertain a general
shape for the particles of interest. A spherical shape was assumed for the S/V
calculations so S/V values were determined by using the surface and volume of a sphere
1VHU )
W

= 3/RH

(12)

X YZU X

where RH is the hydrodynamic radius determined by PFG-NMR in Chapter 4. The ability
of NOM to reassemble was investigated by Chilom88 who used Differential Scanning
Calorimetry (DSC) to determine the heat capacity (Cp) values of both recombined and
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emulsified NOM samples to show that the emulsification process successfully
reassembled fractionated NOM. This investigation uses SANS to study authentic,
recombined, and emulsified samples of NOM to investigate changes in particle
aggregation as it affects the fractal dimension during the emulsification process. In an
effort to ascertain information to access how the assembly of NOM occurs, the data
collected from SANS in combination with previously calculated RH values are used to
determine the general shape of the particles of the components of all materials studied.
Small angle scattering of x-rays and neutrons is a widely used technique to determine
size, shape and internal structure of particles ranging in size from a few nanometers to a
few hundreds of angstroms.105,106,107 Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) detects the
momentum transfer (or scattering angle and phase shift) of the incident neutrons after
interacting with materials. Usually information obtained during a scattering experiment
of NOM found where the scattering angles satisfy the relationship108
0.1 ≤ ql

(9)

where (l) is the diameter of the scattering particle, and the scattering vector (q) is defined
by Equation 2. The interaction between the neutron and the particles in a sample results
in a momentum transfer which contains information about nanoscale structure in the
sample. SANS data can provide information regarding the spatial variations in scattering
length density in a sample, and there is a direct correlation in dilute solutions between the
particle shape and its scattering data.
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However, if concentrations increase the assumption of the average distance between
particles to be essentially larger than their dimensions is no longer valid,109 and
consequently, in addition to intra-particle scattering, inter-particle scattering arising from
larger-range correlations must be taken into consideration.110, 111,112 The intra-particle
scattering is expressed as the form factor P(q), where q is the scattering length vector.
The inter-particle scattering is expressed as the structure factor S(q), which describes the
interacting system and depends on the relative locations of individual particles. SANS
measurements give the scattering intensity as a function of the scattering vector
(equivalent to the momentum transfer) which carries particle structure and interaction
information. The scattering intensity, (I), as a function of the scattering vector, q, is used
to estimate the size and shape of the scattering material in the sample.109 The expression
for a two component system is
I q =Φ 1-Φ Δ2 Vp P q S(q) (10)
where 𝛷 is the volume fraction of the scattering particles, Δρ2 is the scattering contrast,
Vp is the particle volume, P(q) is the form factor (describing particle shape, size and
polydispersity), and S(q) is the structure factor (describing interactions between
particles). However, the materials studied herein were dried films and are not believed to
be singular particles, but aggregates containing either single or multiple components of
the fractionated whole HA0 as seen in Chapter 2.2 Figure 2. In addition, the heterogeneity
of NOM makes using a model tailored for a particular particle shape difficult when fitting
the scattering data.
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A model independent analysis, which relies upon surface-to-volume (S/V) ratios has been
used successfully to determine the approximate shape of asphaltene aggregates69 and is
used for the samples in this study. While S/V values can provide information regarding
the approximate shape of aggregates they provide no information regarding aggregate
size. Therefore, diffusion coefficient values calculated from Diffusion Ordered
Spectroscopy (DOSY) spectra from a previous study113 were used to calculate the
hydrodynamic radius (RH) for authentic components of NOM. The RH is indicative of the
apparent size of the dynamic hydrated/solvated particle, and is defined as the radius of an
equivalent hard sphere diffusing at the same rate as the molecule under observation
which was determined using the Stokes-Einstein equation,
D=

kT
6πnRH

(11)

where k is the Boltzman constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin, h is the solvent
viscosity, and D is the diffusion coefficient.
Fractal Dimension (D)
Mandelbrot114 suggested that classical Euclidian classical geometry did not adequately
describe the irregular surfaces, shapes with uneven edges and rough corners seen in the
natural world. Fractals are described as shapes that are detailed at all levels of scale with
the most striking characteristic being their self-similarity.114 The fractal dimension (D)
characterizes a self-similar material’s space filling capacity,115 and is obtained when
Equation 9 is satisfied.116,117 The fractal dimension also determines if a particle is a
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surface fractal or a mass fractal, the physical differences between these types of fractals is
illustrated in Figure 18. Surface fractals (Figure 18a) are particles that essentially have a
space filled interior but a rough surface. In contrast, mass fractals (Figure 18b) not only
have rough surfaces the irregularity exits throughout the entire particle.
A mass fractal D value between 1-2 would represent an architecture is similar to a slice of
Swiss cheese with a value of 2 being a planar smooth surface. Conversely, surface fractal
D values between 2-3 would represent an architecture similar to a sponge with a value of

(a)

(b)

Figure 18. Illustration of a (a) Surface fractal, and (b) Mass fractal
3 being a smooth-surfaced, completely space-filling object. As previously mentioned the
D value is determined using the power-law exponent and can be determined from SANS
data by the slope of a Log/Log plot of I(q) versus q with a constant baseline applied
during the fitting of all scattering data. If a sample is a mass fractal, then the fractal
dimension is the absolute value of the power-law
I(q)∝q-Dm

(13)
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exponent and D < 3.116 If a sample is a surface fractal the fractal dimension is described
by
I(q)∝q6-D

(14)

where the power law exponent has a value that satisfies 3 < (6 - D) £ 4.116 It has been
previously determined that NOM exists as surface fractals in the solid state118 and mass
fractals in solution.119
Fractal dimension values in the range of 1.7-1.8 are reported for systems that exhibit
quickly occurring Diffusion-Limited Aggregation (DLA) while Reaction-Limited
Aggregation (RLA) systems have D values of 2.2 and above.120 The observed
differences being that DLA occurs between particles upon collision, and produces open
structures as seen in the lower D value. RLA requires more collisions to occur before
reaction ensues allowing the particles to penetrate deeper into other particles producing
higher D values meaning denser aggregates as a result. It is assumed in RLA that there is
a repulsive barrier that must be overcome before contact can be made between particles
and/or clusters before aggregation may occur.
5.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
All samples were initially prepared as 1g/L stock solutions. HA0 and HA1 were dissolved
in a D2O:H2O mixture (50:50, v:v) and pH is adjusted to 9 with sodium deuteroxide
(NaOD). HA2, L0 and L1 are dissolved in benzene (D6:methanol-D4 (C6D6:CD3OD) (3:1
v/v)). Experimentally determined hydrogen:deuterium (H:D) ratios for HA2, L1 and L0
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were 50:50 and 85:15, respectively. In an attempt to increase scattering intensity of
samples select samples were labeled with 5% deuterated 4-phenylbutyric acid (PBA), or
5% deuterated palmitic acid (PAD) and are listed in Table 10. PBA and PAD are chosen
for their general structural similarities to HA2 and L1, respectively. Dissolved samples are
sonicated for one hour then mixed constantly for 48 hours. All stock solutions are then
filtered using a Whatman® GFM 45µm filter to remove any remaining particles. The
samples are then mixed to create the samples outlined in Table 10. Mixing of samples
was dependent upon the natural abundance of the fractions for each material in the
environment as determined by mass balance ratios calculated during the extraction
process described in Chapter 2.2. After mixing for natural abundance emulsions for each
sample were created by mixing one mL of sample with three mL of acidic H2O, and two
mL of benzene:methanol azeoptrope (3:1 v:v). Emulsion samples were then vortexed for
one minute and allowed to sit for 24 hours. The pH of all samples were adjusted and
maintained at ~ 5 then authentic and emulsion samples were layered onto one-inch quartz
disks and dried. Thin layer thicknesses of the samples are shown in Table 3 in Section
2.5.2 were calculated using

m
A
ρ

(15)

where m is the amount of material deposited on the disk (mg), A is the area of the
material deposit (mm2), and ρ is the density of the solvating liquid (mg·mm-3). The
density used to calculate film thicknesses is the mean ρ value for H2O and D2O (50:50,
v:v) for HA0, HA1, and HA2, and Benzene:methanol (3:1, v:v), for L0 and L1.
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Table 10. Neutron scattering sample mixtures
Authentic
Leonardite

Elliott Silt Loam

Pahokee Peat

HA0

LHA0

HA0

EHA0

HA0

PHA0

L0

LL0

L0

EL0

L0

PL0

HA1

LHA1

HA1

EHA1

HA1

PHA1

HA2

LHA2

HA2

EHA2

HA2

PHA2

L1

LL1

L1

EL1

L1

PL1

HA1 + L0

LHA02

HA1 + L0

EHA02

HA1 + L0

PHA02

HA2 + L1 + HA1

LHA03

HA2 + L1 + HA1

EHA03

HA2 + L1 + HA1

PHA03

HA2 + L1

LL02

HA2 + L1

EL02

HA2 + L1

PL02

L1 + HA2 + PBA*

LL012B

L1 + HA2 + PBA*

EL012B

L1 + HA2 + PBA*

PL012B

L1 + HA2 + PAD**

LL012A

L1 + HA2 +
PAD**

EL012A

L1 + HA2 + PAD**

PL012A

HA1+L0+PBA*

LHA010B

HA1+L0+PBA*

EHA010B

HA1+L0+PBA*

PHA010B

HA1+L0+PAD**

LHA010A

HA1+L0+PAD**

EHA010A

HA1+L0+PAD**

PHA010A

Labeled

* Deuterated 4-Phenylbutyric acid; ** Deuterated Palmitic acid

5.2.1 SMALL-ANGLE NEUTRON SCATTERING (SANS)
SANS experiments were conducted using the EQ-SANS at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL) Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) using 60 Hz operation. Sample to
detector distance was 4 meters using varying wavelength bands collectively to cover a q
range of 0.003 Å-1 < q < 0.4 Å-1.
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5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Leonardite
As shown in Figure 19 authentic HA0 shows higher scattering intensity than any of the
corresponding recombined or emulsified samples. Because the scattering intensity is
proportional to the summation of cross sections of all aggregates the decrease in intensity
seems to indicate that single particles not contributing to aggregate formation increase in
the emulsions and recombined samples.

LHA0
LHA0E
LHA02R
LHA02E
LHA03R
LHA03E

10
1
0.1
I(q)

0.01
0.001
0.0001
0.001

0.01

0.1
-1

q (Å )
Figure 19. Scattering comparison plot authentic, emulsified, and recombined
Leonardite HA0
This is more clearly seen in Figure 20 which compares the emulsified unfractionated
LHA0 (LHA0E) to the authentic and PBA (LHA010BE) and PAD (LHA010AE) labeled

1
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samples. It is apparent that neither the emulsification process or labeling with PBA or
PAD were successful in either creating assemblies similar to the authentic material, or
enhancing the scattering intensity of the aromatic (PBA labeled) or aliphatic (PAD
labeled) components.
Comparable to LHA0 neither the emulsion nor the labeling process appear to affect the
scattering intensity of the L0 composite as seen in Figure 21. Also similar to LHA0 the
LHA1 (Figure 22) and LHA2 (Figure 23) the L0 components show a decrease in scattering
intensity with emulsification. Not seen in scattering plots before the LHA2 and LL1
components (Figures 23 and 24) show the presence of inelastic scattering apparent by the
change in slope seen at high q in their respective plots. This inelastic scattering is an
instrument artifact due to incoherent scattering caused by the thermalization of hydrogen
neutrons,121indicating a larger amount of hydrogen within these specific samples when
compared with most other components studied.
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Figure 20. Scattering comparison plot authentic, PAD and PBA labeled
Leonardite HA0
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Figure 22. Scattering comparison plot authentic, emulsified Leonardite HA1
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Figure 23. Scattering comparison plot authentic, emulsified Leonardite HA2
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Unlike all other Leonardite components emulsification drives much more aggregation of
LL1E, and also seems to create a more organized assemblies as indicated by the enhance
smoothness of the plot in Figure 33. The emulsification process appears to increase the
ability of this lipid-like component to aggregate when compared with the authentic LL1
sample. This enhanced aggregation may be additional hydrogen bonding and the
hydrophobic effect due to acidic H2O used in the emulsification process.
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Figure 24. Scattering comparison plot authentic, emulsified Leonardite L1
Elliott Silt Loam
The Elliott Silt Loam HA0 plot seen in Figure 25 shows no significant difference when
comparing the authentic, emulsified, and recombined sample intensities. However, it is
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notable that the Elliott Silt Loam recombined samples show higher intensities than the
authentic or emulsified samples. This is unusual because these samples have been
fractionated and then simply mixed together in natural abundance ratios as described in
Materials and Methods. Due to previous work by Chilom,88 it was expected that the
emulsion samples would have higher scattering intensities than the recombined samples
for all materials studied.
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Figure 25. Scattering comparison plot authentic, emulsified, and
recombined Elliott Silt Loam HA0

In Figure 26 the PBA labeled sample (EHA001BE) shows a scattering intensity that is the
same as the authentic EHA0, while the PAD labeled sample (EHA010AE) has a decrease in
intensity. These results are indicative to the labeling process being effective in the Elliott
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Silt Loam material. Meaning that authentic EHA0 is highly aromatic so it would be
appropriate for the PBA labeled sample to mirror the authentic EHA0. Conversely the
PAD labeled samples has a decreased intensity due to the aliphatic components of the
EHA0 sample are ~2.3% of the total organic carbon.
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Figure 26. Scattering comparison plot authentic, PAD and PBA labeled
Elliott Silt Loam HA0
Authentic, emulsified and recombined EL0 scattering intensities are relatively the same
indicating the emulsification and recombination processes created composites similar to
the authentic L0. As shown in Figure 27, labeling the aromatics and aliphatics with PBA
and PAD, respectively enhance the scattering intensity of these carbon types beyond that
of the authentic sample. Another striking feature is the aliphatic enhancement intensity is
the same as the aromatic intensity. This is surprising because the EL0 composites are
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composed of ~ 70% HA2 and ~ 30% L1, so the assumption would be the EL012BE would
have an intensity similar to EL0, while EL012AE would be lower.
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Figure 27. Scattering comparison plot authentic, emulsified, recombined
and labeled Elliott Silt Loam L0

Although different responses are seen from the EHA0 assembly and the EL0 composite to
the emulsion, recombination and labeling processes it is clear that these processes have
an effect on the aggregation of these samples.
Unlike the analogous samples of Leonardite it can be seen in Figures 28 and 29 the
emulsification process does increase the scattering intensity of both EHA1 and EHA2.
However, a similarity is seen between these samples and LL1 and LHA2 with evidence of
an instrumentation artifact due to the thermalization of hydrogen as indicated by the
change of slope at higher q values.
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Figure 28. Scattering comparison plot authentic, and emulsified
Elliott Silt Loam HA1
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Figure 29. Scattering comparison plot authentic, emulsified
Elliott Silt Loam HA2
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The plot of EL1 (Figure 30) shows extremely weak scattering relative to other samples
studied and shows no definitive differences between the authentic EL1 and the emulsified
EL1E. Therefore, no assertions to how the emulsification may or may not have affected
this sample can be made.
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Figure 30. Scattering comparison plot authentic, and emulsified Elliott
Silt Loam L1

Pahokee Peat
The Pahokee Peat HA0 plot seen in Figure 31 shows no significant difference when
comparing the authentic, emulsified, and recombined sample intensities. There is only a
slight decrease in intensity between the PHA0 and the other samples indicating that single
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particles not contributing to aggregate formation increase in the emulsions and
recombined samples for this material. As with Leonardite this is further demonstrated in
Figure 32 which compares the emulsified unfractionated PHA0 (PHA0E) to the authentic
and PBA (PHA010BE) and PAD (PHA010AE) labeled samples. It is apparent that neither the
emulsification process or labeling with PBA or PAD were successful in either creating
assemblies similar to the authentic material, or enhancing the scattering intensity of the
aromatic (PBA labeled) or aliphatic (PAD labeled) components. Similar to the labeled
Elliott Silt Loam HA0 aliphatic and aromatic enhancement intensity does not correlate to
the actual sample composition of ~ 65% HA2 and ~ 35% L1. Unlike the L0 composites of
the other two materials the emulsification process did slightly enhance the scattering
intensity of the authentic PL0 as shown in Figure 33. However, the recombined and
labeled samples scattering intensity is relatively the same as the authentic sample so the
labeling process for this material appears to be ineffective.
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Figure 31. Scattering comparison plot authentic, emulsified, and
recombined
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Figure 32. Scattering comparison plot authentic, PAD and PBA labeled
Pahokee Peat HA0
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Similar to Leonardite the Pahokee Peat HA1 component shows a decrease in scattering
intensity after emulsification (Figure 34). However, like all the components studied the
shape of the scattering curves remain the same no matter what process is used on the
samples. As with the Elliott Silt Loam the emulsified Pahokee Peat HA2 component
shown in Figure 35 shows a slight increase in scattering intensity until q reaches ~ 0.013
(Å-1). Also the PL1 (Figure 36) component just like EL1 shows no definitive differences
between the authentic PL1 and the emulsified PL1E. So again no assertions to how the
emulsification process may or may not have affected this sample can be made.
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Fractal Dimension Determination
Figure 37 is the determination of the fractal dimension of PHA0 and is a representative
plot for all components studied. The experimentally determined D values are listed in
Table 11 for authentic components and Table 12 for emulsified, recombined and labeled
components.
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Figure 37. Scattering profile PHA0
Shape Determination (Surface-to-volume ratios (S/V)
Surface to volume ratios have been used to determine the approximate shape and relative
size for all components. Due to the inverse relationship of S/V ratios a decrease in size
increases the surface-to-volume ratio. The value of the S/V ratio also are indicative of
particle shape. Meaning that a S/V of 0.3 indicates a flat particle shape, whereas the
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values of 0.1 and 0.06 correlate to spheres and disk shapes, respectively.69 Table 11 lists
the S/V values calculated for the authentic components using Equation 11. The S/V
values range from 0.03 – 0.28 which also indicates the presence of disk-like structures,
sphere-like aggregates, and particles that approach the flat shape value of 0.3.
As shown in Table 11 the distortion is more prominent in the lower level components
which suggests that of HA2 and L1, and in the case of Elliott Silt Loam and possible
Pahokee Peat the L0 composites, are more elongated disks to flat in shape than the more
spherical to disk-like upper level components of all materials HA1, HA0, and Leonardite
L0. The large differences in S/V values seen in Table 11 may be attributed to
polydispersity of the particles in solution and that the diffusion of the largest particles
may be anisotropic. More specifically it can be assumed that the particles are asymmetric
given their aforementioned heterogeneous nature. Van Saarloos122 suggested although
aggregates that are heterogeneous will be oriented randomly around the scattering vector,
q, it may be possible that the initial decay seen in the scattering intensities is dominated
by those aggregates whose D values are large along the direction of q, which in turn will
make the RH value in that direction small. The opposite affect can also be assumed. If the
D values along the direction of q are small due to a system containing mostly larger
asymmetric aggregates like HA1 and HA0 their respective RH values will be large,
meaning that the corresponding S/V values will be large.
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Table 11. – Experimentally determined Power-law exponenets (PLE) Fractal dimension
(D), Hydrodynamic Radii (RH) and Surface-to-volume ratio’s (S/V) and associated shape
assessments for authentic materials studied. Absolute uncertainty associated with each
power-law exponent is ± 0.1.
Leonardite
HA0
HA1
L0
HA2
L1
Elliott Silt Loam
HA0
HA1
L0
HA2
L1

PLE
2.7
3.1
3.7
3.2

2.7*
2.9
2.3
2.8

RH (Å)**
49
95
12
38

1.6

1.6*

27

0.13

3.4
2.7
3.0
3.3
2.5

2.6
2.7*
3.0
2.7
2.5*

105
130
101
11
11

0.03
0.02
0.18
0.03
0.28

Disk
Disk
Sphere
Disk
Elongated
sphere to flat

2.7
2.9
3.0
2.4
2.9*

81
81
24
21
48

0.04
0.04
0.14
0.13
0.06

Disk
Disk
Sphere
Sphere
Disk

Pahokee Peat
HA0
3.3
HA1
3.1
L0
3.0
HA2
3.6
L1
2.9
* Indicates a mass fractal

D

S/V**
0.06
0.03
0.08
0.24

Shape
Disk
Disk
Disk
Elongated
sphere to flat
Sphere

** The RH and S/V ratio values listed were calculated using Diffusion Coefficients
determined by Pulsed Field Gradient NMR.
Authentic NOM Samples
As seen in Tables 11 the majority of NOM samples are surface fractals as represented in
Figure 18a having power-law exponents that satisfy Eq. 14. In contrast, the L1
components of all three materials have D values ranging from 1.6-2.9 that satisfy Eq. 13.
Indicating that this lower level component has a more open arrangement as shown in
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Figure 18b. Previously studied humic substances have demonstrated mass fractal
characteristics in solution and surface fractal character in the solid state.118
Table 12. Experimentally determined Power-law exponenets (PLE) and Fractal
Dimension (D) values for emulsified, recombined and labled components of NOM.
Absolute uncertainty associated with each power-law exponent is ± 0.1.
Leonardite
Sample
PLE
D
HA0E
3.1
2.9
HA02R
3.5
2.5
HA02E
3.2
2.8
HA03R
2.3
2.3*
HA03E
3.2
2.8
HA010BE
3.3
2.7
HA010AE
2.7
2.7*
HA1E
2.8
2.8*
HA2E
3.2
2.8
L0E
3.8
2.2
L02R
3.7
2.3
L02E
3.1
2.9
L012BE
3.2
2.8
L012AE
2.8
2.8*
L1E
2.4
2.4*
* Indicates a mass fractal

Elliott Silt Loam
PLE
D
2.8
2.8*
3.1
2.9
3.1
2.9
3.0
3.0
3.3
2.7
3.2
2.8
2.1
2.1*
2.8
2.8*
3.3
2.7
2.5
2.5*
3.4
2.6
3.5
2.5
3.1
2.9
2.9
2.9*
2.5
2.5*

Pahokee Peat
PLE
D
2.8
2.8*
2.6
2.6*
2.9
2.9*
2.9
2.9*
2.6
2.6*
2.4
2.4*
2.8
2.8*
3.1
2.9
3.8
2.2
3.2
2.8
3.0
3.0
2.6
2.6*
2.5
2.5*
2.3
2.3*
2.8
2.8*

However, the previous D values have been obtained for the unfractionated whole humic
acid. It has been determined that L1 is highly aliphatic,77 therefore it is plausible that
once fractionated this component has a fractal dimension very different form the original
assembly. With the exception of Leonardite L1 (D = 1.6) all authentic components have
D values which indicate RLA is the more prominent method of aggregation for NOM,
meaning an increase in concentration will increase the possibility for aggregation due to
more particle collisions. This would agree with data obtained by Guetzloff & Rice57
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which determined that NOM forms micelles at increased concentrations. The Leonardite
L1 components D value indicates it has far more mass fractal like character than any other
component studied and it has a S/V value (0.13) that indicates it is spherical. These
findings suggest that unlike the other components fractionated Leonardite L1 may
aggregate by Diffusion-Limited aggregation (DLA)123 Meaning that aggregation for this
component occurs primarily due to Brownian motion. This type of random walk motion
prevents particles of the component from penetrating deep into the interior of a cluster
due to collisions that occur with the growing arms of the aggregate, resulting in a very
open architecture.124
Similar to asphaltenes and resins, 125,126 NOM exists as mass fractals in solution and
surface fractals in the solid form with shapes that range from somewhat flat disk-like
(polydisperse spherical127) particles to more compact spherical128 aggregates whose
assembly is improved by an increase concentration in solution. A change in pH has also
been shown to influence RLA and hence, the D values of NOM. It has been shown that
changing the pH of a solution of NOM from 3-7 changes the obtained value of D.108 An
increase in pH from 3-5 increases the D value suggesting a more space filling particle,
however further increases in pH from 5-7 causes the D value to decrease.119 Because the
samples studied here were maintained at a pH of 5 prior to drying onto quartz disks the
data obtained in this study would agree with this previous finding. It has been said that at
pH 5 there are still negatively charged functional groups which attribute to the repulsive
barrier that must be overcome for RLA to occur.129
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Emulsified, Recombined and Labeled Samples
The descriptions of the emulsified, recombined and labeled samples are listed in Table
10. These samples were developed to examine if the emulsification process previously
developed88 affects the reassembly of the fractionated component of NOM. Although the
addition of PBA and PAD only increased the scattering intensity of Elliott Silt Loam L0
composite, the labeling of both HA0 and L0 with PAD (HA010AE and L012AE) did seem to
highlight the aliphatic nature of the L1 components giving D values in the mass fractal
region similar to those of the both the authentic and emulsified unlabeled L1 components.
In addition, the emulsified samples of HA0 and L0 labeled with PBA (HA010BE and
L012BE) also seemed to highlight the amphiphilic nature of HA2 giving D values very
similar to the authentic and emulsified samples for Leonardite and Elliott Silt loam
materials. This same similarity was seen between the emulsified and the authentic
Pahokee Peat L0 samples, however the D values of the PBA emulsified labeled and
authentic Pahokee Peat samples showed no similarity.
5.4 CONCLUSIONS
Comparisons of scattering intensities were inconsistent between material types and were
not greatly affected by the emulsification, recombination or labeling processes for the
majority of components studied, the only exceptions to this were the emulsification of
LL1 and LHA2. Fractal dimension values seen in the majority of authentic NOM
components indicate they are surface fractals with the exception of the L1 component
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which was determined to be a mass fractal for all materials studied. This was also the
case for the emulsified components of Leonardite and Elliott Silt Loam, but this trend
was not seen in the Pahokee Peat samples that when emulsified formed more loosely
associated assemblies than the authentic material. This difference may be due to Pahokee
peat having a higher percentage of carboxylic acids in its total organic carbon profile than
either Leonardite or Elliott Silt Loam (18%, 8% and 10%, respectively – See Table 5 in
Chapter 3). This may contribute to the disruption of its authentic organization due to the
acidic H2O used during the final step of the emulsification process. Carboxylic acids can
hydrogen bond, and contain both a hydrogen bond acceptor and a donor. Therefore, it is
possible to form highly stable dimers between carboxylic acids which would then create
an assembly more loosely associated than the authentic HA0. If this is indeed the case, it
occurs in Leonardite and Elliott Silt Loam as well, just not to the extent that it affects
Pahokee Peat. In addition, the obtained fractal dimension values for the emulsified,
recombined, and authentic components indicate that NOM self-assembles via a reaction
limited aggregation process that takes place more slowly than diffusion limited
aggregation due to the need to overcome an energy barrier present which has been said
previously to be associated with de-protonated carboxylate groups at pH ~ 5. This also
agrees with the findings of Perdue 130 who quantified the acidic functional groups of
NOM through direct acid/base titration using the typical deprotonation reactions for
carboxylic acids. Furthermore, the RH values calculated from the diffusion coefficients
obtained using Pulsed Field Gradient NMR indicate that the lower level components of
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NOM are smaller relative to HA1 and HA0 with the HA1 component consistently being
the largest for all material types studied. The fractal dimension values, surface-tovolume-ratios, and hydrodynamic radii determined experimentally indicate the
components of NOM are a mixture of polydisperse spheres to somewhat flat particles.
More specifically the lower level components of NOM may be further described as
oblate/prolate ellipsoids or flat particles, while the upper level components consistently
demonstrated a much larger more disk-like shape.
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CHAPTER 6
MODELS OF THE ARCHITECTURE OF NATURAL ORGANIC MATTER
6.1 INTRODUCTION
As discussed in Chapter 1.4, historically there have been basically two types of models
proposed regarding the architecture of NOM. The polymer models suggests that humus
comprises products created from secondary synthesis reactions that alter the original
organization of the plant material that are believed to be polymeric species with chemical
characteristics distinctly different from the starting material36. These models also
assumed that humus were heterogeneous mixtures of high molecular weight polymers.9
Therefore, giving mixtures of highly cross-linked polymers of differing molecular
weights. This led to the belief in the possibility that the organization of the three humic
substances (humin, humic acid, and fulvic acid) could be generalized by a structural
diagram of covalently bonded functional groups similar to the represented chemical
structure of lignin.
The molecular aggregate models claim that NOM is a complex mixture resulting from the
degradation of plant material and microbial remnants. The solubility differences seen in
the different components of NOM would then be the result of varying molecular weight
and charge densities. The molecular aggregate models stem from the inclusion of
partially degraded products of plant polymers held together by non-covalent bonds.37,38
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However, the architecture of NOM cannot be fully explored without the inclusion of the
architectural model for asphaltenes as discussed in Chapter 1.4.
The numerous similarities between NOM and asphaltenes and resins make it feasible that
these two systems may be architecturally similar. Both materials (1) Comprise
components that are operationally defined by their differing solubility’s in solution. (2)
Are known to self-assemble in the environment. (3) Contain amphiphilic components
which form micelles with increasing concentration. (4) Are defined as surface and mass
fractals having similar fractal dimension values. (5) Have been determined to have
shapes that vary from disk-like particles to spherical shaped aggregates. In addition, to
the aforementioned similarities these materials appear to be analogous geologically,
given that NOM is a precursor to coal and asphaltenes and resins are precursors to
petroleum.
6.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS SUMMARY
The components of NOM obtained from three material types have been characterized in
this investigation by 13C solid state NMR, PFG NMR, and SANS. The results and the
corresponding interpretations are shown in Table 13 and are discussed in the following
sub-sections in an attempt to propose a model for the architecture of NOM.
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Table 13. Summary of Experimental Results Related to Size, Shape and Architecture
NOM
*Hydrodynamic
component Radius range
48 - 105
HA0
Slightly smaller
than HA1

10 - 38
Size dependent
upon material type

0.08 – 0.18
Spherical to
slightly distorted
spheres
0.03 – 0.24
Distorted spheres
to flat

Fractal Dimension
(D) Range
2.6 -2.7
Slightly to highly
space filling
2.7 – 2.9
Slightly to highly
space filling
2.3 – 3.0
Loosely associated
to highly space
filling
2.4 – 2.8
Slightly to highly
space filling

10 - 47
Size dependent
upon material type

0.06 – 0.28
Distorted spheres
to flat

1.6 -2.9
Loosely associated
mass fractals

HA1

81 - 130
Largest component

L0

12 - 100
Size dependent
upon material type

HA2

L1

*Surface:Volume
Ratio (S/V)
0.03 -0.06
Disks
0.02 – 0.04
Disks

*Hydrodynamic radii and S/V ratios are only determined for authentic NOM samples
Due to the hierarchical nature of NOM the proposed model for NOM to be discussed
herein will begin with the lowest level components (L1 and HA2), that create the
intermediate composite component (L0), continue with the upper level components (L0
and HA1) to finally conclude with the NOM assembly of HA0.
The Architecture of L1
Tables 13 summarizes the data collected for the L1 component related to size and shape,
respectively for all the materials studied and it can be concluded that the general shapes
are distorted spheres or disks to flat with sizes that vary widely dependent upon material
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type. The fractal dimension values indicate in general this component are loosely
associated mass fractals. Because L1 is primarily aliphatic (See Figures 3(e), 4(e), and
5(e)) it may be assumed that the shape may be dependent upon the number of aliphatic
chain-like configurations that comprise the L1 components for different material types.
Table 11 shows the S/V ratio of Leonardite L1 to be 0.13 indicating a slightly distorted
spherical shape, a truly spherical molecule has a S/V value of 0.1, whereas a disk shaped
(oblate/prolate spheres) molecule has a value of 0.06. In contrast with Leonardite L1 the
S/V values of Elliott Silt Loam and Pahokee Peat are 0.28 and 0.06, respectively,
indicating a somewhat flat shape for Elliott Silt Loam and disk for Pahokee Peat. The
architecture of these components can by compared with the behavior of some dendrimers,
where a minimum number of chain-like structures assemble and create disk-like
assemblies. The addition of supplementary chains of approximately the same length
creates assemblies that are more spherical. Figure 38(a) demonstrates how L1 may exist
as an oblate or prolate sphere due to the interactions of aliphatic chains, and Figure 38(b)
is a representation of a component with additional aliphatic chains creating molecule that
is more flat than in Figure 38(a). This representation is simply an indication of the highly
aliphatic nature of L1 and the shape(s) as indicated by SANS data and by no means is an
assumption of complete saturation of the carbon chains. Although L1 is highly aliphatic
there is still a small resonance seen in the aromatic and carboxylate regions in Figures 3
(e), 4(e) and 5(e) which gives this possibility of hydrogen bonding and π-π interactions
with HA2 to form the L0 composite.
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Indicates shape

(a)

(b)

Figure 38. Proposed architecture of L1
The Architecture of HA2
Table 11 shows S/V values for Leonardite, Elliott Silt Loam and Pahokee Peat HA2’s to
be 0.24, 0.03, and 0.13 respectively. As with L1 the data in Table 13 for HA2 concludes
that the general shapes are oblate/prolate spheres or actual spheres with sizes that vary
widely dependent upon material type. The fractal dimension values listed in Table 13
indicate in general this component are surface fractals that are slightly to highly space
filling dependent again upon material type. The proposed architecture for the HA2
component is shown in Figure 39. Because HA2 is an amphiphile (See Figures 3(c), 4(c),
and 5(c)) containing carboxylic acids aromatics and aliphatic components, and has
demonstrated amphiphilic behavior in surface tension studies39 structural possibilities
include aromatics with polar groups in association with aliphatic components containing
both polar and non-polar regions within the molecule.
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Aliphatic side chains
Polar functional groups

Aromatic core
Figure 39. Proposed Architecture of HA2

Indicates shape

The Architecture of L0
The composite L0 created through the interaction of HA2 and L1 is a surface fractal for all
materials studied, having PLE values great than 3 which give D values of 2.3, 3.0, and
3.0 for Leonardite, Elliott Silt Loam and Pahokee Peat, respectively. Indicating that this
composite has a space filling architecture with a rough surface. As with L1 and HA2 the
data in Table 13 for L0 conclude that the general shapes are distorted spheres or actual
spheres with sizes that vary widely dependent upon material type. Table 11 shows S/V
values for Leonardite, Elliott Silt Loam and Pahokee Peat L0’s to be 0.08, 0.18, and 0.14
respectively, signifying Leonardite to be a disk, while Pahokee Peat and Elliott Silt Loam
are only slightly distorted from an actual sphere. The data indicate polydispersity with
the corresponding components between materials, as well as within the materials
themselves, which is to be expected with a heterogeneous mixture. Figure 40 is a
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representation of the possible architecture occurring from the self-assembly of HA2 and
L1. The aliphatic chains of L1 serve to link together the HA2 molecules forming an
assembly with 13C solid state NMR chemical shifts similar to HA2, (See Figures 3(d),
4(d), and 5(d)) albeit with a stronger resonance in the ether and ester regions. With the
natural abundance of HA2:L1 being (70:30), (70:30), and (65:35) for Leonardite, Elliott
Silt Loam, and Pahokee Peat, respectively the similarity in 13C solid-state spectra is not
surprising. Given that Leonardite L0 is a surface fractal like HA2, however Leonardite
with a D value of 2.3 has a much rougher and more planar surface that Elliott Silt Loam
and Pahokee Peat (D’s = 3.0). As seen in Figure 3(d) Leonardite’s resonance in the
chemical shift region of carbohydrates (50 -108 ppm) is significantly lower than the
corresponding carbohydrate regions of Elliot Silt Loam and Pahokee peat (Figures 4(d)
and 5(d).
HA2

Indicates shape
L1

(a)
Figure 40. Proposed architecture of L0 (a) Elliott Silt Loam and Pahokee Peat (b)
Leonardite

(b)
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The Architecture of HA1
The proposed architecture for HA1 is shown in Figure 41. The non-amphiphilic
component of NOM is highly aromatic with a smaller resonances seen in the aliphatic
and carboxylate regions as shown in Figures 3(b), 4(b), and 5(b). This component is the
largest of all the components for all the materials studied as indicated by the
hydrodynamic radius, and diffusion coefficients listed in Table 13. Unlike the lower
level components, the data in Table 13 for HA1 conclude that the general shapes are
spherical to only slightly distorted spheres with sizes that are similar across all material
types. Table 11 shows S/V values for Leonardite, Elliott Silt Loam and Pahokee Peat
HA1’s to be 0.03, 0.02, and 0.04 respectively, signifying that HA1’s for all materials
studied have disk-like shapes.
Indicates overall
shape

Aliphatic side
Highly aromatic with polar functional
chains
groups
Figure 41. Proposed Architecture of
HA
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The Architecture of HA0
The final assembled HA0’s are spherical to only slightly distorted, slightly to highly space
filling disks, with sizes that are similar across all material types as shown by the data in
Table 13. This component is the consistently somewhat smaller than HA1 for all the
materials studied as indicated by hydrodynamic radius, and diffusion coefficients listed in
Table 13. Table 11 shows S/V values for Leonardite, Elliott Silt Loam and Pahokee Peat
HA0’s to be 0.06, 0.03, and 0.04 respectively, signifying a disk like shape for the final
assembly for all materials studied.
Like HA2, HA0 is surface active (See Figures 3(a), 4(a), and 5(a)) containing carboxylic
acids aromatics and aliphatic components, and has demonstrated amphiphilic behavior in
surface tension studies.39 Therefore, the structural possibilities include aromatics with
polar groups in association with aliphatic components containing both polar and nonpolar regions within the molecule. Figure 42 is a proposed representation of the selfassembled architecture of HA0 for the materials. Given the smaller relative size of HA0 to
HA1 is can be assumed that the L0 incorporates itself into the configuration of HA1
causing the final assembly to draw the aromatic components closer together through van
der Waals interactions, π-π interactions, and additional hydrogen bonding. Although the
HA1:L0 ratios are 70:30, 90:10, and 80:20 for Leonardite, Elliott Silt Loam, and Pahokee
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Peat, respectively this reduction in size occurs for all materials investigated herein.
Albeit the reduction in size does vary dependent upon material type with Leonardite
showing a 50 % reduction, Elliott Silt Loam a 20% reduction and only a 5% reduction for
Pahokee Peat.
Indicates overall shape
L0

Figure 42. Proposed architecture of HA0
6.3 Proposed Architecture of NOM
Although there are many differences between the values of the previously discussed size
and shape parameters of the lower level components among the material types, the upper
level components have similar values (surface-to-volume, hydrodynamic radii, diffusion
coefficients, and fractal dimension) for the final assembly of HA0. It is important to
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recognize the differences in carbon content between the material types which in this
investigation range from a soft coal containing ~ 70% organic carbon, a peat soil with
organic carbon content ~50%, and a typical agriculture soil which has only ~ 4% organic
carbon. This vast difference in carbon content does not seem to affect the general
characteristics of NOM or how it self-assembles in the environment.
As discussed in Chapter 1.4 the Modified Yen model70 focuses on an asphaltenes
architecture consisting of a single, moderately large polyaromatic hydrocarbon ring
system with peripheral alkanes which forms nanoaggregates with aggregations numbers
of approximately six. The interior consists of a single disordered stack surrounded with
peripheral alkanes. These nanoaggregates then form clusters with aggregations numbers
of approximately eight. Although the number of aggregates are unknown for the selfassembly of NOM the Modified Yen Model70 closely resembles the molecular aggregate
model proposed by Wershaw.43 Both of these systems contain a hierarchy of components
that aggregate to form a composite or nanoaggregate which then interacts with another
component to form the final assembly, and have been shown to form micelles in
solution.55,57 Furthermore, Wershaw proposed that higher level components of NOM
consist of aggregates of amphiphiles with acidic functionality intrinsically stabilized by
non-covalent weak forces such as dispersive hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen
bonds.44,45 As displayed in Figure 43 it is the combination of these two ideas that is
proposed for the self-assembled architecture of NOM herein.
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HA0 Final NOM Assembly

HA2 (Amphiphilic)

Figure 43. Self-Assembly of NOM components
Natural organic matter and bitumen are naturally occurring materials created through the
geochemical processes of the Earth. Both also comprise components that are operational
defined by their solubility characteristics. In addition, these materials form aggregates
through self-assembly, therefore the conclusion that there are startling similarities
between the self-assembly and architecture of NOM and asphaltenes and resins is not
surprising. These similarities and the results obtained throughout this investigation lead
to conclusion that the architecture of these two materials are comparable and can be
generally represented by Figure 51.
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6.4 Future Work
The ability to more closely examine the molecular aggregation of NOM is essential to
understanding what may be possible to further enhance the sequestration of carbon in the
soils of the Earth. Ultra-Small-Angle Neutron (USANS) scattering is commonly used to
study hierarchical organization in both natural and artificial materials. The scattering
profiles herein consistently have high scattering intensities at the lower limit of the qrange studied. Suggesting the need to look at NOM at a smaller q-angle to provide more
accurate data regarding particle size and shape. USANS with a q range of 7 x 10-6 Å < q
5 x 10-3 Å is used in the study of aggregation in colloid dispersions, macroscale selfsimilarity of rock, the structure of colloidal crystals and alloys, and the self-assembling
and supramolecular structure of polymers and polymer blends. Rather than in solution,
NOM samples assessed by USANS should be powders to enhance signal intensity to
enable more extensive data reduction and interpretation. In addition, an investigation
using SANS with liquid NOM samples of varying pH would provide data regarding the
type of aggregation (DLA or RLA) more likely to occur in the environment.
In an effort to enhance the model of NOM proposed here, Heteronuclear Single Quantum
Coherence spectroscopy (HSQC) to examine unique protons attached to carbon
wouldhelp establish more specific functional groups for the components of NOM. The
organization of NOM can be identified and characterize with Heteronuclear Multiple
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Bond Correlation Spectroscopy (HMBC) which provides information about carbons
bonded to protons which are 2-3 bonds away.These experiments would provide valuable
information which could be used to further specify a more detailed description of the selfassembled architecture of NOM.
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APPENDIX

Figure A.1. DOSY spectrum of authentic Pahokee Peat HA2

Figure A.2. DOSY spectrum of authentic Pahokee Peat L1
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Figure A.3. DOSY spectrum of authentic Pahokee Peat L0

Figure A.4 . DOSY spectrum of authentic Pahokee Peat HA0
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Figure A.5. DOSY spectrum of authentic Pahokee Peat HA1

Figure A.6. DOSY Spectrum of authentic Leonardite L1
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Figure A.7. DOSY spectrum of authentic Leonardite HA2

Figure A.8. DOSY spectrum of authentic Leonardite L0
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Figure A.9. DOSY spectrum of authentic Leonardite HA1

Figure A.10. DOSY spectrum of authentic Leonardite HA0
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Figure A.11. DOSY spectrum of authentic Elliott Silt Loam L1

Figure A.12. DOSY spectrum of authentic Elliott Silt Loam HA2
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Figure A.13. DOSY spectrum of authentic Elliott Silt Loam L0

Figure A.14. DOSY spectrum of authentic Elliott Silt Loam HA1
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Figure A.15. DOSY spectrum of authentic Elliott Silt Loam HA0
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